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Preamble
Curriculum lies at the heart of the educational enterprise. It is a mean through which 

nations transmit their philosophy of life and its spirit to exemplify their value system 
its young generations. The development of curriculum requires inputs from the 

stakeholders to reflect the needs of the society and interests of the learners.
to

Curriculum, syllabus and standards of education were on the concurrent 
list under Entry 38 of the Concurrent Legislative List to the Fourth Schedule of the 

of Islamic Republic of Pakistan, 1973. After 18th ConstitutionalConstitution
Amendment, development of curricula and approval of textbook manuscripts and 
supplementary reading material relating to textbooks, production of reference and 
research material in respect of the problems relating to the Schemes of Studies and
curricula / textbooks etc. are now the exclusive domain of the Punjab Curriculum and
Textbook Board

To carry out its mandate, the Punjab Curriculum and Textbook Board has 
Scheme of Studies-2017 from Early Childhood Education toprepared a

Intermediate Level for the province of Punjab in consultation with all the stakeholders
new

involved in improving education. The Scheme of Studies-2017 has been prepared 
keeping in view the arising need of technology in our society, modern trends in 
education system and to bridge the gap between public / private schools and Deeni 
Madaris of the Punjab. With the blessing of Allah Almighty, the Punjab Curriculum and 
Textbook Board and the School Education Department hope that this endeavour will 
be prolific to generate a new youth, useful for the socio-economic development of the
country.

Curriculum is the guide that delineates the learning path to students
and development isthat determines the process of learning. Curriculum 

ideally an ongoing and dynamic process. It involves need assessment, planning and
revision

design, teacher training, materials development and piloting, subsequent revision 
and modification, implementation, monitoring, feedback, evaluation, assessment and
teacher training.

The revision of curriculum is based on following broad areas /
parameters:

Ideological Requirements 

Aims of Education and Policies 
Educational Standards for Various Levels 

Language Policy
Educational Technology including ICT

iii.
iv.

v..



vi. Teachers and their Professional Development 
Examinations and Continuous School Assessment 
Textbooks and Supplementary Reading Materials 
Assessment of Learning Achievements 
School Environment
Moral and Ethical Development of Learners 
Health and Physical Education
Cultural and Regional Diversity, Religious and Gender Sensitivities
in Curriculum and Textbooks
Inclusive Education
Systematic Changes and Adaptations
Special issues like Environment Education including Sanitation, 
Safe Drinking Water, Hygiene, Food and Nutrition, Human Rights 
Education, Life Skills Based Education, Inter-Faith, Moral Education, 
Child Rights, Child Protection, Gender Awareness, 
Empowerment, Population and Development Education, Disaster 
Risk and Crisis Management, Prevention Education against HIV and 
other Fatal / Infectious Diseases and other emerging trends etc.

vii.
viii.
ix.
x.

xi.
XII.

xiii.

XIV.

xv.
XVI.

Women

English Language National Curriculum-2006 for Grades I-XII developed 
by the Ministry of Education (Curriculum Wing), Islamabad and Curriculum for English 

Language for Grades I-V developed by Ministry of Federal Education and Professional 
Training, Islamabad have been taken into consideration as reference been taken into
consideration as reference documents. The present English Language Curriculum for 
Grades VI-VIII creates interest in the learners and recognizes the ethical themes and 
students' active involvement in the process of learning. Learning experiences at 
school should pave the way for construction of knowledge and fostering creativity 
and should become a source of joy, not stress. Examination system seeks a shift 
from content-based testing to problem solving and competency-based 

Our aspiration is to; ''Enable all students to develop their capacities as independent 
learners, confident individuals, responsible citizens and

assessment.

effective contributors to
society/7

This curriculum will hopefully pave the way for bringing about qualitative 
change in education at this level.

Managing Director
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Chapter 1: Introduction

Background

Keeping in view, the importance of English in national and international scenario, 

teaching of English has been introduced as a language from grade one and would be 

used as a medium of instruction across the curriculum for various subjects. The 

present curriculum has been revised according to state of art standards development 

of new textbooks and assessment strategies to improve the quality of teaching and 

learning of English at province wide.

The revised curriculum aims at providing opportunities to the students for language 

development and to equip them with competencies in using the English language for 

communication in academic and social contexts, while enabling them to be 

autonomous and lifelong learners to better adapt to the ever changing local and world 

society, and to knowledge advancement.

revised after detailedThe present revised curriculum for grades Vi-VHi has been 

deliberations with relevant stakeholders including selected language experts from the

cities of Punjab province. It Is hoped that this document will serve as a point reference 

for all involved in the process of teaching and learning of English in Pakistan.

1.1: Statement of Philosophy

For most Pakistani students, learning English is rarely a subconscious process. The 

learners have few opportunities to absorb the language from the environment to 

acquire a natural feel for appropriate linguistic structure, vocabulary and style in 

varied contexts of use. both in academic and social settings. Hence, it is not the 

students who lack the capacity to learn but the total academic setting whose capacity 

needs to be built up. The learners, therefore, have to be provided with formal 

opportunities to learn the language in an instructional setting through a well thought- 

out and organized curriculum. The current curriculum aims to serve as a guide for 

teachers, learners, textbook developers, examiners and all other users. It is 

recognized that the instructional settings vary greatly in Pakistan in terms of 

teachers1 background and proficiency in English, students’ background and

Curriculum for English Language Grades, VI-VIII, 2018
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opportunities for exposure and/or use of English at home and in the community 

outside the school and classroom context. However, it is hoped that 

competencies and standards defined in this curriculum will provide a broad roadmap 

for development of both human and financial resources in schools for quality teaching 

and learning of English to all children in the Punjab province.

The curriculum is revised to promote the academic and employment language needs 

for learners who wish to pursue their higher studies. Consequently, it aims at offering 

academic and practical skills that learners can use to complete their studies or build 

after leaving the school. The curriculum is multidimensional and 

incorporates all components o" i.e; phonofogy, grammar, lexis, discourse
and language functions and Emphasis is placed on developing competency in

all areas of the language. SkfJI? and ;rr;:icro skills related to a standard are identified 

and developed through vsrious processes and strategies.

The content and the process of learning are structured and integrated to realize the 

standards for key competencies through spiral progression with a major focus on 

development of language skills rather than on content. Functional and literary text 

provide a context for the teaching of the micro skills and strategies used in listening, 

speaking, reading and writing. The teaching strategies ensure that work in speaking, 

listening, reading and writing is integrated. Students learn to acquire information and 

ideas through reading and listening, and to effectively communicate their ideas 

through writing and speaking.

the

their careers

Listening and speaking skills are to be practiced in the classroom context. To 

conclude, the revised curriculum also aims at providing language learning and 

teaching experiences within national, provincial and cultural bounds while 

encouraging the learners to be autonomous and lifelong learners.

1-2: Process of curriculum development

In the light of the suggestions, recommendations and the identified constraints and 

limitations of the teachers and learners, and inadequate learning resources,

Curriculum for English Language Grades, VI-VIII, 2018
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development of the following competencies in the English language were focused in 

the curriculum:

• Reading and Thinking skills

• Writing Skills

• Oral Communication Skills

• Formal and Lexical Aspects of Language

• Appropriate Ethical and Social Development

For revising the curriculum, firstly, the language needs of a grade XII, students were 

envisioned. Keeping this end in sight, competencies and standards for learning 

(terminal attainment, targets) were revised. In the next stage, benchmarks 

identified based on competencies and standards for learning defined earlier. Finally, 

student learning outcomes were revised grade-wise for different stages of 
schooling. A learner will only be able to meet the student learning outcome specified 

for his/her level, if the sk\\\ Is first introduced, explained and then reinforced through 

practice activities. For this, it Is essential that ail the major skills identified are taught 

in a spiral progression. Such activities are to be incorporated at each grade that cater 

for progressive cognitive development from lower level intellectual skills of simple 

knowledge and comprehension to higher order skills of analysis, synthesis and 

evaluation so as to nurture the ability of reasoning, problem solving, critical 
thinking and creativity.

were

Figure 1: Curriculum Development Process

Identifying 
Competencies and 

Selecting 
Competencies

Defining 
Benchmarks at 
developmental 
levels

Developing 
Student Learning 

Outcomes at 
each grade level

Developing
Learning

Standards --->
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1.3: Organization of the curriculum framework

In terms of the curriculum, education from grades l-XI I forms an integral whole. 

However, for a description of performance, five developmental levels have been 

identified. The framework has been formulated, keeping in mind, the ultimate 

of Grade XII students’ academic, job related, social and individualrequirement
language needs. It is very important that curriculum content is relevant to age and

intellectual level of learner.

DeveSopmental Levels

Deve\oprrI：ental Leveis in Government. Sector

1-U
m-v

v.i-vm
5X-X

X!-Xli

Grades VI-VIII. So. there is the explanation ofThis document is relevant to 

developmental level of VI-VIII.

At this level, a lot of grounding is done,VI-VIII
practice given specially in the basic 

work so that a strong,language
adequate language foundation is built. 

Attention is focused on thorough and

effective teaching rather than in trying 

to cover a wide range of areas. This is an 

important transitional phase; building 

from primary and moving towards 

secondary education.

Curriculum for English Language Grades, VI-VIII, 2018
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Chapter 2: Competencies, Standards, Benchmarks and Student 

Learning Outcomes

Competency: A key learning area

Standards: These define the competency by specifying broadly, the knowledge, 
skills and attitudes that students will acquire, should know and be able to do in a key 

learning area during twelve years of schooling.

Benchmarks: The benchmarks further elaborate the standards, indicating what the 

students will accomplish at the end of each of the five developmental levels to meet 
the standard. These provide at a glance, the continuum of the English language 

learning e.g. benchmarks for grades VI-VII i define what the students will be able to 

do by the end of grade VII!.

Student Learning Outcomes (SLOs): These are built on the descriptions of the 

benchmarks and describe what students will accomplish at the end of each grade. 

Most student learning outcomes progress and develop across grades where each skill 

is revisited, revised and reinforced. Jt is important to remember that learning 

outcomes within a competency or across competencies overlap and are interrelated; 

progress towards one outcome is often dependent upon progress towards another. 

Cumulative student learning outcomes for an academic year specify what the 

students will be able to do at the end of the academic year. The outcomes are 

realistic, observable and measurable. Some of the student learning outcomes might 

not be testable in the Board examinations due to constraints, but considering their 

importance, these have been incorporated and are to be tested during formative 

assessment in the classroom.

The learning outcomes of the key learning area contribute significantly to lifelong 

learning. The aim is to help students achieve these outcomes through extended 

engagement with texts and language, and by developing a variety of literacy 

practices over the years of compulsory schooling. To attain a spiral build-up, all the 

elements in each standard are introduced, focused, revisited, revised and reinforced.

Curriculum for English Language Grades, VI-VIII, 2018
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In this document, competencies, standards and benchmarks are coded for 

easy use.

CompetencyC
Subsequent number of competenciesC1...C5
StandardS
Subsequent number of standards in each competencyS1...S3
BenchmarkBM
Subsequent number of benchmarks at each developmental 

level.
Cor^stincy'T, Standard 2, Benchmark 3

BM1...BM4

Example of coding: 

C1S2BM3

2.1: Competencies In Engjssh Language

The curriculum identifies five competencies and a total of eight standards for key 

learning areas of the English. The fifth competency specifies the appropriate ethical 

and social development and is to be developed and incorporated across the other 

four competencies through selection of appropriate texts and activities.

Competencies and their Standards:

Competency 1: Reading and Thinking Skills

Competency 2: Writing Skills

Competency 3: Oral Communication Skills

Competency 4: Formal and Lexical Aspects of Language

Competency 5: Appropriate Ethical and Social Development Standard 1

The order in which the standards are listed does not indicate the relative importance 

of the standard. All are equally important.

Standards 1, 2

Standard 1

Standard 1

Standard 1, 2, 3

Curriculum for English Language Grades, VI-VIII, 2018



2.2: Rationale for Competencies and Standards

Competency 1: Reading and Thinking Skills-Standards 1, 2 (Cl, SI, S2)

Standard 1: All students will search for, discover and understand a variety of text 
types through tasks which require multiple reading and thinking strategies for 

comprehension, fluency and enjoyment.

Standard 2: All students will read and analyze literary text to seek information, 

ideas, enjoyment and to relate their own experiences to those of common humanity 

as depicted in literature.

Rationale:

Reading is an individual exercise; we interact with the text, using prior knowledge of 

the world to create meaning and understanding. The reading speed and 

comprehension level can be increased through strategies suitable for reading and the 

type of text being read, it is., therefore, essential to sensitize the students to the fact 

that good reading does not mean reading aloud or teaming all the new words in the 

reading text and answering si! the comprehension questions.

Better readers are the ones who are equipped with the skiffs of purposeful reading. 

These skills can be developed through awareness raising and practice activities. The 

aim should be to use the texts to teach. Written texts that deal with common human 

experiences, contemporary information and issues are proposed as the context for 

the learning of processes, skills and strategies, but the approach of the curriculum 

goes beyond reading. In fact, the reading component serves as a springboard for the 

development of integrated language skills, and for enhancing cognitive and affective 

domains, enabling the students to think critically and creatively.

One important medium to get the feel for a language and its idiom is its literature. 

In order to provide this learning experience literary texts are included. The aim is not 

to teach advanced literary appreciation skills, but the acquisition of basic language 

skills through activities and exercises based on these texts.

Curriculum for English Language Grades, VI-VIII, 2018
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The chosen material should be contemporary and should reflect the specified themes. 

All reading material in the textbook should require learners to work at a level slightly 

above their receptive and cognitive ability.

The reading texts will comprise a variety of text types, e.g.; interpersonal and 

transactional, expository, descriptive, narrative and argumentative with literary texts 

comprising 25% of the reading material.

Competency 2: Writing Skills- Standard 1 (C2, SI)

Standard 1: All students will produce with deveioping fluency and accuracy, 

academic, transactional and creative writing, which is focused, purposeful and shows 

an insight into the writing process

Rationale:

Writing is a complex cornmun^cavve activity, it is essential that the final writing is 

focused, coherent and cohesive, with a dear overall progression. To present a well 

written text, it is essential, therefore that student's view writing as a process; and 

are taught to approach their writing deliberately in three stages. In pre-writing stage, 

a topic/ text is chosen, narrowed down, ideas generated, gathered and then 

organized. In the second stage of drafting, the ideas are converted into sentences 

and paragraphs. In the third stage of revising, the ideas are reorganized, clarified 

and then finally, the draft is edited for errors and omissions to improve its style.

Competency 3: Oral Communication Skills -Standard 1 (C3, SI)

Standard 1: All students will use appropriate social and academic conventions of 

spoken discourse for effective oral communication with individuals and in groups, in 

both informal and formal settings.

Rationale:

Language functions are the purposes for which people speak or write. The purpose 

may be to present a point of view, to ask for information or any other communicative 

need. Therefore, it is essential to use those appropriate language expressions which 

are best suited for the communicative purpose. The form of language use is

Curriculum for English Language Grades, VI-VIII, 2018
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determined by the level of formality of a situation, the type of message, which is to 

be communicated, as well as, the relationship of the addresser and addressee. It is 

essential that the students are sanitized to the correct conventions of expression in 

different settings so that they use language appropriately, according to the occasion 

and audience.

Competency 4: Formal and Lexical Aspects of Language -Standard 1, 2, 3 

(C4, S1, S2, S3)

Standard 1, Pronunciation: All students will understand and articulate widely 

acceptable pronunciation, stress and intonation patterns of the English language for 

improved communication.

Standard 2, Vocabulary: All students will enhance vocabulary for effective 

communication.

Standard 3, Grammar and Structure: All students vviiS understand grammatical 

functions and use the principles of grammar, punctuatson： and syntax for developing 

accuracy in their spoken and written communication.

Rationale:

Formal aspects of a language i.e. the sound system and grammar are the tool for 

oral and written communication. This tool would be ineffective if it is not supported 

by sufficient vocabulary to aid expression. Grammatical and phonetic exercises 

combined with vocabulary development are of immense importance as natural 

preparation for oral and written production of language. Correct grammar, 

appropriate vocabulary, affective oral communication, cohesive and coherent written 

composition are integral parts of a whole; hence, equally important.

Competency 5: Appropriate Ethical and Social Development (C5, SI)

Standard 1: All students will develop ethical and social attributes and values relevant 

in a multicultural, civilized society.

Curriculum for English Language Grades, VI-VIII, 2018
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Rationale:

The world is increasingly becoming a global village with people of different languages 

and cultures coming in frequent contact both at intra and international levels. Text 

content provides a realistic and diverse learning exposure and is an important mode 

for developing a persona! world view. Texts that reflect ideas, themes, issue, rights 

and obligations in national and international perspective create awareness in the 

society.

2.3: Summary of Competenciies and Standards

I C ! | Reading and 
： !

I Think Eng 

SkHSs!

SI All students win search for, discover and understand a variety of text types 

through tasks which require multiple reading and thinking strategies for 

comprehension, fluency and enjoyment
S2 All students will read and analyze literary text to seek information, ideas,

enjoyment, and to relate their own experiences to those of common 

humanity as depicted in literature.

C2 Writing Skills

SI All students will produce with developing fluency and accuracy, academic, 

transactional and creative writing, which is focused, purposeful and shows an 

insight into the writing process.

Curriculum for English Language Grades, VI-VIII, 2018
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Oral

CommunicationC3

Skills

SI All students will use appropriate social and academic conventions of spoken 

discourse for effective oral communication with individuals and in groups, in 

both informal and formal settings.

Formal and Lexical 

Aspects of 

Language

C4

SI Pronunciation: AW students will understand and srtlculate widely acceptable 

pronunciation, stress and intonation patterns of the English language for 

improved communication.

Vocabulary: All students will enhance vocabulary for effective 

communication.

S2

S3 Grammar and structure: All students wiil understand grammatical 

functions and use the principles of grammar, punctuation and syntax for 

developing accuracy in their spoken and written.

C5 Appropriate

and

Development

Ethical

Social

S1 All students will develop ethical, social attributes and values relevant in a 

multicultural, civilized society.

Curriculum for English Language Grades, VI-VIII, 2018
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2.4: Competencies, Standards and Benchmarks

Competency 1: Reading and Thinking Skills (Cl)

Standard 1: All students will search for, discover and understand a variety of text 

types through tasks which require multiple reading and thinking strategies for 

comprehension, fluency and enjoyment (C1, S1).

(The reading texts will comprise a variety of text types e.g. interpersonal and 

transactional, expository, descriptive and narrative with literary texts comprising 25% 

of the reading materia!)

Please note: As the reader v/P:; observeF Sr', the benchmarks below different 

kinds of oral and wdtiten tc students' development

of reading comprehensBori, However, it ss that the function of

writing tasks here to demonstrate and eva?ua?:e aeamers* comprehension 

of the material read.

Benchmarks

Grades VI-VI11

Analyze patterns of text organization and function of various devices 

used in a paragraph.

BM 1

Extend conceptual understanding of processes, procedures, events and 

issues, applying reading comprehension and thinking strategies.

BM 2

Interpret information from a visual cue or a graphic organizer to give 

directions, describe positions, simple processes and procedures, cause 

and effect relationships.

BM 3

Gather, analyze and use information for a variety of purposes using 

various aids and study skills

BM 4

Competency 1: Reading and Thinking Skills (Cl) Standard 2: All students will 

read and analyze literary text to seek information, ideas, enjoyment; and to relate

Curriculum for English Language Grades, VI-VIII, 2018
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their own experiences to those of humanity as depicted in literature. (C1,common
S2)

Benchmarks

Grades VI-VI11
BM Analyze short stories and

response, motives and actions
poems; identify with characters1 emotional

Competency 2: Writing Skills (C2)

Standard 1: All students will produce with developing fluency 

academic transactional and creative writing, which is focused, 
insight into the writing process (C2. S1).

Please note:

and accuracy, 

purposeful and shows
an

Reading and vvnting are integrally related. Good readers 

writers. In the light of this, identifying and analyzing elements 

focused earlier in reading standards and benchmarks, 

section to show this essential relationship for teaching and testing of writing.

MeQCfcimarks

are also better 

of written texts, 
are sometimes repeated in this

Grades Vi-VI IS
BM 1 Analyze written discourse to use in their own compositions, techniques 

for effective paragraph organization and development such as a clear topic
sentence and supporting details.

BM2 Write descriptive, expository and narrative texts for
and audiences.

different purposes

BM3 Write a variety of interpersonal and transactional

formal letters, simple forms, dialogues (speech bubbles, 
role play) using vocabulary, tone, style of expression appropriate to 

communicative purpose and context.

texts e.g. informal and

cartoon strips,

the

Curriculum for English Language Grades, VI-VIII, 2018
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BM4 Plan and draft their own writing; revise and edit for paragraph unity, clear 

central topic, relevant and adequate supporting details, effective style, 
appropriate transitional devices, punctuation and vocabulary.

Competency 3: Oral Communication Skills (C3)

Standard 1: All students will use appropriate social and academic conventions of 
spoken discourse for effective ora! communication with individuals and in groups, in 

both informal and formal settings. (C3, S1)

Please note: It is acknowledged that presently a\\ schools might not have the 

requisite resources and r.esiing o'rr十」ons appropr^te for forma! testing of oral 

communication skills. However, res);mg the Impo^s^ca of these skills, these have 

been included explicitly in the cumcuium. This w⑴ serve two purposes: 1) It will 
encourage the teachers to undertake the teaching and formative assessment of these 

skills at the classroom level; 2) Help schools in developing the required resources for 

formal testing of oral communication skills.

Benchmarks

Grades VI-VIII
BM 1 Use selected linguistic exponents to communicate appropriately for

various functions and 

instructions in immediate social environment.
co- functions of opinions, feelings, emotions,

BM 2 Demonstrate through dialogues, panel discussions, talks on topics, the

social and academic conventions and dynamics to communicate information/ 
ideas.

Competency 4: Formal and Lexical Aspects of Language. (C4)

Standard 1, Pronunciation: All students will understand and articulate widely 

acceptable pronunciation, stress and intonation patterns of the English language for 

improved communication. (C4. S1)

Curriculum for English Language Grades, VI-VIII, 2018
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Benchmarks

Grades Vl-VIII
BM 1 Pronounce (acceptably) words, identify and apply stress shift and intonation 

patterns for communicating different meanings.

Competency 4: Formal and Lexical Aspects of Language. (C4)

Standard 2, Vocabulary: All students will enhance vocabulary for effective 

communication. (C4, S2)

Benchmarks

Grades VS-V813

Build vocabulary through word roots{ contextual clues, dictionary, 

thesaurus and the environment; use words, phrases and idioms in context 

and with correct spellings.

BM 1

Competency 4: FormaS and Lexica! Aspects of Language, (C4)

Standard 3, Grammar and structure: Ail students will understand grammatical 

functions and use the principles of grammar, punctuation and syntax for developing 

accuracy in their spoken and written communication (C4, S3)

Benchmarks

Grades VI-VIII
Recognize grammatical functions of parts of speech, selected concepts 

of tense, aspect, limited transactional devices and modal verbs and use 

them in their speech and writing.

BM 1

Recognize and use punctuation including use of semicolons, dash, 

parenthesis and quotation marks to denote direct speech

BM 2

Curriculum for English Language Grades, Vl-VIII, 2018
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BM 3 Identify sentence types and structure, recognize and apply the concept and 

functions of voice and narration in reading and writing.

Competency 5: Appropriate Ethical and Social Development (C5)

Standard 1: All students will develop ethical and social attributes and values 

relevant in a multicultural., civilized society. (C5, S1)

Please note: This competency vvili be developed and incorporated across the other 

four competencies; hence, the teaching and learning of the appropriate values and 

attributes is to be embedded in the chosen themes and topics of ihe reading texts,

and through writing and speaking ac"titles performed in the 丨earning environment of 
the class.

Grades VlAnU

BM 1 Recognize and practice values and attributes such as tolerance, humanism, 
patience, equity, Justice, honesty, empathy, etc., relevant for peaceful 

coexistence between individuals, groups and nations.
BM 2 Develop and portray through actions, a sense of importance of individual 

worth; simultaneously valuing diversity and equality among people.

BM 3 Understand and evaluate contemporary social, economic and scientific 

developments/ issues so as to participate in the global society as aware and 

thinking individuals.

2.5: Benchmarks Focus

C1 Reading and 
Thinking Skills

C2 Writing

Skills

G3 Oral C4 Formal and 
Lexical 

Aspects of 
Language

C5 Appropriate 
Ethical and 

Social

Development

Communication

Skills

S1 Patterns of 
text

organization

SI Technique 
s for 

effective

S1 Functions and 
co-functions

S1 Pronunciati Attributes forSI
BM BM BMBM peaceful

coexistence

BMon
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(a)Student Learning Outcomes for English Grade-VI

Competency 1: Reading and Thinking Skills

All students will search for, discover and understand a variety 

of texts types through tasks which require multiple reading 

thinking strategies for comprehension, fluency and 

enjoyment.

Standard 1:

and

Analyze patterns of text organization and function of various 

devices used in a text.
Benchmark 1:

Learning Oislcornes

Read and a paragraph as a larger meaningful unit of expression

Sr. #

to:

identify that the main Idea in a paragraph is carried in a sentence, 

called a topic sentence.

recognize that other sentences in the paragraph support the topic 

sentence.

Analyze a text to recognize each paragraph as a separate meaningful unit 

of expression with its own topic sentence and supporting details.

Analyze atopic sentence using its key word.

Analyze paragraphs to identify sentences that support the main idea. 

Recognize the function of logical connectors in tracing coherence and 

cohesion.

a.

b.

2.

3.

4.

5.
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conceptual understanding of processes, procedures,Extend
events and issues, applying reading comprehension and thinking

Benchmark 2:

strategies.

Students Learning OutcomesSr. #

pre-reading strategies to predict the content of a text from topic /Use
picture, title / headings., etc. By using prior knowledge, asking questions

6.

and ccntextu-s?

Skim text to ho'-e ^ 乂沾6 ov 次8 /?-

Apply 之rmk.heg :8.

scan to answer shoi't ques'cscns.a.

using context of the text and priormake simple inferences 

knowledge.

distinguish between what is clearly stated and what is implied, 

deduce meaning of difficult words from context.

b.

c.

d.

Use context to infer missing words.e.

extract main idea andandread silently with comprehension 

supporting detail.

distinguish fact from opinion.g.

generate questions to understand text.

Use summary skills to extract salient points.

Use critical thinking to respond to the text (post- reading):

h.

9.

10.
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share your own feelings by applying world knowledge to understand 

the paragraph.

a.

11. Apply strategies to comprehend questions by marking key words, verbs 

and tenses in a variety of question types:

share your personal response.a.

b. interpret the text open ended.

Benchmark 3: Interpret information from a visual cue 

to give directions, describe positions, simple 

procedures and cause and effect relationships.

or a graphic organizer

processes and

Sr. # P..eairn?ng

12- Follow the direction and understand the position on a map or a picture. 

Organize information using sequentiai pattern.13.

14. Recognize and use appropriate transitional words within and beyond 

paragraphs for better coherence and cohesion.

Benchmark 4: Gather, analyse and use information for a variety of purposes 

using various aids and study skills.

Sr. # Students Learning Outcomes

15. Use dictionary to:

locate guide words.a.
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b. locate entry word.

choose appropriate word definition.c.

d. identify pronunciation of a word with the help of pronunciation key.

identify part of speech of a word through abbreviation used.e.

identify correct spellings.

identify phrases through key words.9-

16. Locate synonyms and ^Ptenyrns in chsldren^ thesaurus.

17. Use library skills

alphaDeuze book titles, words and names.a.

b. locate tlctton and non-fiction books / books by subject.

understand card catalogue and computerized catalogue.c.

d. locate and use card catalogue and computerized catalogue.

identify three kinds of catalogue cards i.e.. author card, title card, 
subject card.

e.

use case and shelf labels in the library.

locate and use the reference section in the library.

Identify and utilize effective study skills e.g. note-taking / writing 

outline, making a mind map, brainstorming for generating and 

developing ideas.

g.

18. an

19. Use textual aids such as title page (author, publishing detail), blurbs, 
table of content, index, glossary of texts to:

comprehend texts.a.

b. identify and select relevant information in a book.
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Competency 1: Reading and Thinking Skills

All students will read and analyse literary text to seek information, 
ideas, enjoyment and to relate their own experiences to those of 

common humanity as depicted in literature.

Standard 2:

Analyze short stories and poems: identify with characters’ 

emotional response, motives and actions.
Benchmark 1:

Students Learning OutcomesSr. #

Make predictions about story line/ content, characters, using contextual 

clues and prior knowledge.
20.

Recognize arid describe story eiernents: cnaracters, events, setting and 

theme.
21.

Read a story to reteSj \i according to the order of events.22.

Recognize the theme of the text.23.

Identify the speaker or narrator in a selection.24.

Describe characters orally and in writing.25.

Express preferences about characters giving reasons.26.

Recognize genres of literature e.g. fiction, poetry.27.

Read a poem and give orally or in writing:28.

main idea.a.

summary (through gapped summary exercises).b.
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Identify line and stanza.29.

Understand how a writer/ poet uses language to appeal to the senses 

through use of figurative language including similes.
30.

Competency 2: Writing Skills

Ail students will produce with developing fluency and accuracy, 
etcademic； transactional and creative writing, which is focused,

purpnsen.?! stiov^s an [nsight: Ho the writing process.
-      — w——------------------------------------------------------------•-…~

! AnciN?‘:-‘ discourse to v-19. In their own compositions.
j *
! . .槪c:.:'托 w ' .janization and development

j such as ccear iopih sentence and supporting details.

Standard 1:

Benchmark 1:

Students Learning OutcomesSr. #

Write a paragraph for a given purpose.

variety of pre-writing strategies such as brainstorming, mind 

mapping, outlining, etc.

Analyze various paragraphs to recognize that a paragraph comprises 

of sentences that develop a single idea.

31.

Use a32.

a33.
group

Write a simple unified paragraph on a given topic:34.

write a clear topic sentence using key words.

adequate supporting detail (example, definition or evidence) to 

develop the main idea.

a.

addb.
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35. Write a composition of three or more paragraphs following conventions 

of essay writing:

introductory paragraph.a.

b. themes and sub-themes.

concluding paragraphs.c.

36. Recognize that:

introductory paragraph carries the main idea of the essay.a.

b. each one of the body paragraphs develops the main idea through key 

ideas. These key ideas are developed through supporting details.

paragraphs are linked through vanot^ devices.c.

37. Develop proc.eedjng iritroductcry paragraph which contains:

main theme.a.

b. sub-themes in proper order keeping In mind the logical order.

Benchmark 2: Write descriptive, expository and narrative texts for different 

purposes and audiences.

Sr. # Students Learning Outcomes

38. Write a simple descriptive composition about people, objects and places:

PERSONS

physical description and personality traits (habits, etc.) of a person, 

moving from general to specific.

a.
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OBJECTS AND PLACES

and characteristics of an object / place, movingphysical description 

from general to specific.
b.

correct verb form.c.

and adverbs for vivid effect.appropriate adjectivesd.

details in appropriate order.e.

vihlcU describes events:Write a short narratave in the first person39.

use seQ^6ntf：r v ':了a.

use specific, 适 snd advorcti *b.

use appropriate tense.

appropriate transitional 

Write a paragraph of free writing for fluency, creativity and pleasure.

summary skills to write summary / precis of simple

c.

devices.d. use

40.

Comprehend and use 

passages.
41.

variety of interpersonal and transactional texts, e.g.Write a
informal and formal letters, simple forms, dialogues (speech 

bubbles, cartoon strips, role play) using vocabulary, tone,

Benchmark 3:

style of expression appropriate to the communicative purpose

and context.
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Sr. # Students Learning Outcomes

42. Write short texts in speech bubbles and cartoon strips using 

vocabulary, tone, style of expression appropriate to the communicative 

purpose and context.

43. Fill in correctly and legibly, simple forms requiring personal information.

Benchmark 4: Plan and draft their own writing; revise and edit for paragraph 

unity, clear central topic sentence, relevant and adequate 

supporting details, effective style, appropriate transitional 

devices, punctuation and vocabulary.

Sr. # S'io'dents Learning Outcomes

44. Plan their own v;/rWng:

Identify audience and purpose.a.

b. develop focus fos* their own writing.

use a variety of pre-writing strategies such as brainstorming, mind 

mapping, outlining, etc.

c.

45. Draft and revise writing to ensure that it:

has a main idea stated in the topic sentence.a.

b. provides relevant, specific and substantial supporting detail for the 

main idea.

uses transition words that contribute to a sense of cohesiveness.c.
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Competency 3: Oral Communication Skills

All students will use appropriate social and academic conventions
for effective oral communication with

Standard 1:
of spoken discourse 

individuals and in groups, in both informal and formal settings.

Use selected linguistic exponents to communicate appropriately 

for various functions and co-functions of opinions, feelings, 

emotion, instructions in immediate environment.

Benchmark 1:

Sr. #

Use various f-iivdor-s to:46.

ask and answer simple questions of personal relevance.a.

engage in conversation.b.

express likes and dislikes along with the reasons.c.

seek and respond to permission.d.

request and respond to requests.e.

show willingness and unwillingness to do something.f.

give and follow directions /instructions.g.

express ability/ inability to do something.h.

express personal needs.
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Benchmark 2: Demonstrate through dialogues, panel discussions, talks 

particular topics, the social and academic conventions 

dynamics to communicate information/ ideas.

on

and

Sr. # Students Learning Outcomes

47. Use conventions and dynamics of group discussion and interaction to:

offer and respond to greetings, compliments, 

introductions and farewells.

a. invitations.

b. follow directions to form groups.

take turnsc.

d. lead and foflow.

engage in converssifor^e.

get persona丨 needs rnet.

agree/ disagree politely.g-

h. use polite expressions to seek attention.

show and accept apology.

ask and restate directions.

k. express regret.

relate what they have to say to what has been said before.

take into account different viewpoints.m.
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Competency 4: Formal and Lexical Aspects of Language

Standard 1: All students will understand and articulate widely acceptable 

pronunciation, stress and intonation patterns of the English 

language for improved communication.

Pronunciation:

Benchmark 1: Pronounce (acceptably) words, identify and apply stress shift and 

intonation patterns for communicating different meanings.

Sr. # Leaming OuKccmes

48. Recog.!h：'' • o' • . :、：i : ::•:、Ui the pronunciation key
Jn the d:ct5onaryf.

49. Differentiate between !iong and short vowel sounds and recognize how 

vowel length can char：ge the meaning.

50. Recognize and pronounce words omitting silent letters.

51. Recognize syllable division of words in aural and written text.

Competency 4: Formal and Lexical Aspects of Language

Standard 2: 
Vocabulary:

All students will enhance vocabulary for effective communication.

Benchmark 1: Build vocabulary through word roots, contextual clues, 
dictionary, thesaurus and the environment; use words, phrases 

and idioms in context and with correct spellings.
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Sr. # Students Learning Outcomes

52. Build and use appropriate vocabulary and correct spellings for effective 

communication to:

illustrate the use of dictionary for finding appropriate meaning and 

correct spellings.

a.

use a simple thesaurus to locate synonyms.b.

examine and interpret transitional devices that show comparison, 

sequence, result and conclusion.

c.

understand and utilize simHes given in the text.d.

comprehend the role of compound words in vocabulary building and 

create words.

e.

Competency 4: Formal and Lexscai Asp-acis of Language

AH students will understand grammatical functions and use the

principles of grammar, punctuation and syntax for developing 

accuracy in their spoken and written communication.

Standard 3:

Grammar and

Structure:

Recognize grammatical functions of parts of speech, selected 

concepts of tense, aspect, limited transitional devices and 

modal verbs and use them in their speech and writing.

Benchmark 1:

Students Learning OutcomesSr. #

NOUNS

53. Demonstrate use of common and proper nouns. Differentiate between 

collective, countable and uncountable nouns.
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Change the number of regular and irregular nouns and nouns with no 

change in numbers.
54.

Recognize and demonstrate use of nouns that are written in plural form 

but are in fact singular e.g. scissors.

55.

Recognize and demonstrate use of words that have only plural form.56.

Change the gender of nouns.57.

PRONOUNS

Demonstrate use of pre'nouns as subject, and object. Recognize function 

of.and use posesd'，and refisxsve
58.

Demonstrate use of question words.59.

Use few indefmste prorsouns.60.

Demonstrate use of pronoun-antecedent agreement recognizing their 

relationship.

61,

ARTICLES

Recall and apply rules for use of a, and an in speech and writing.62.

Demonstrate use of definite article, the, when noun is particularized.63.

VERBS

Demonstrate use of be, have, do and need as main or helping verbs in 

sentences.

64.

Recognize and demonstrate function and use of linking verbs.65.
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66. Recognize and demonstrate function and use of modal verbs can/ 

cannot, may/may not and should/should not to express ability, inability, 
permission, prohibition, doubt and obligation etc.

67. Recognize and demonstrate function and use of could, might, shall, must 
and ought in sentences.

68. Illustrate use of regular and irregular verbs in speech and writing.

69. Illustrate use of transitive and intransitive verbs.

TENSES

70. Recognize the form and various functions; and illustrate use of Simple 

Present, Present Continuous, Simple Past., Past Continuous and Future 

Simple tenses.

ADJEC11VES

71. Classify adjectives of quantity, quaWcy, size, shape and colour.

72. Change and use degress of regular and irr-egular adjectives.

ADVERBS

73. Use adverbs of manner, time and place.

PREPOSITIONS

74. Illustrate use of the prepositions of position, time, movement and 

direction.
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TRANSITIONAL DEVICES

Use in speech and writing, transitional devices of addition, alternative, 

comparison, contrast, illustrations, sequence, conclusion, cause and 

effect.

75.

Recognize and use punctuation including use of semicolons, dash, 

parenthesis and quotation marks to denote direct speech.
Benchmark 2:

Sfiwdervits Learning OutcomesSr. #

Apply rules of — 辦、：.;76.

Use full stop, mark snd sxdsmsUc:' m:rk wherever applicable.77.

Recognize and rectify faulty punctuation in given passages and own work.78.

Recognize and use comma：79.

for a series of items.a.

before a short quotation.b.

Recognize and use colon to introduce a list of items.80.

Recognize and use quotation marks to enclose a direct quotation.81.

Identify sentence types and structure, recognize and apply the 

concept and functions of voice and narration in reading and 

writing.

Benchmark 3:
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Sr. # Students Learning Outcomes

SENTENCE STRUCTURE

82. Use simple SVO pattern sentences with direct and indirect objects.

TYPES OF SENTENCES

83. Classify, use and make declarative (affirmative and negative) and 

interrogative sentences.

84. Identify active and passive voice in simple sentences.

85. Identify function of direct and indirect speech in simple texts.

Competency 5: Appropriate Ethica? and Social Development

Standard 1: All students wisi develop ethical and social attributes and values 

relevant in a muiticultura!, civilized society.

Please Note: This competency will be developed and incorporated across the 

other four competencies; hence, the teaching and learning of 

the appropriate values and attributes is to be embedded in the 

chosen themes and topics of the reading texts and through 

writing and speaking activities performed in the learning 

environment of the class.

Benchmark 1: Recognize and practice values and attributes such as tolerance, 

humanism, patience, equity, justice, honesty, empathy, etc., 

relevant for peaceful coexistence between individuals, groups 

and nations.
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Develop and portray through actions, a sense of importance of 
individual worth; simultaneously valuing diversity and equality 

among people.

Benchmark 2:

Understand and evaluate contemporary social, economic and 

scientific developments / issues so as to participate in the global 

society as aware and thinking individuals.

Benchmark 3:
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(b)Student Learning Outcomes for English Grade-V* I

Competency 1: Reading and Thinking Skills

Standard 1: All students will search for, discover and understand a variety 

of texts types through tasks which require multiple reading 

and thinking strategies for comprehension, fluency and 

enjoyment.

Benchmark 1: Analyze patterns of text organization and function of various 

devices used in a text.

Sr. # Students Learning Outcomes

86. Analyze a paragraph to:

identify a topic sentence.a.

b. identify sentences carrying supporting details.

87. Recognize that text comprises a group of paragraphs that develop a single 

theme or idea.

88. Analyze a larger text to recognize each paragraph as a separate 

meaningful unit of expression with its own topic sentence and 

supporting details.

89. Analyze features of an effective topic sentence such as key words.

90. Analyze paragraphs to identify sentences that support the main idea.

91. Recognize the functions of:

Pronoun-antecedent relationships.a.
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b. anaphoric references.

transitional devices used for coherence and cohesion within ac.

text.

Benchmark 2: Extend conceptual understanding of processes, procedures, 

events and issues, applying reading comprehension and thinking 

strategies.

Sr. # Leamin-g vOuv.con^es

92. Use pre-reading to predict the content of a text from topic /

picture, title / headings, key words and visuals etc. by using prior 

knowledge, asking questions and contextual cJues.

93. Skim text to:

have general idea of the text.a.

b. infer theme / main idea.

94. Apply critical thinking (while-reading) to:

scan to answer short questions.a.

b. make simple inferences using context of the text and prior 

knowledge.

distinguish between what is clearly stated and what is implied.c.

d. deduce meaning of difficult words from context.

use context to infer missing words.e.
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read silently with comprehension and extract main idea and 

supporting detail.

follow instructions in forms requiring information about school.g-

h. comprehend / interpret text by applying critical thinking.

generate questions to understand text.

Use summary skills to extract salient points to summarize a text.95.

Use critical thinking to respond to the text (post- reading):96.

apply world knowledge and own feelings /opinion to the text read.a.

b. explore causes and consequences of a problem and propose various 

solutions.

97. Apply strategies to comprehend questions by marking key words, verbs 

and tenses in a variety of question types:

share your persona! response.a.

b. interpret the text open ended.

98. Respond orally or in writing.

Interpret information from a visual cue or a graphic organizer 

to give directions, describe positions, simple processes and 

procedures and cause and effect relationships.

Benchmark 3:
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Students Learning OutcomesSr. #

Interpret ideas, vocabulary and structures given in a mind map to 

compare people, object, places, animals, using connectors of 

comparison.

99,

Analyze information in a variety of tables, flow charts or diagrams to
and effect relationships through guided

100.
describe processes, 

writing tasks.

cause

Organize information using sequential pattern.101.

Recognize and usf. appropriate transitional wrjrds within and beyond 

paragraphs for better coherence and oo!n：esk>no
102.

Gather, analyse and use information for a variety of purposes 

using various aids and study skills.
Benchmark 4:

Students Learning OutcomesSr. #

Use dictionary to:103.

locate guide words.a.

locate entry word.b.

choose appropriate word definition.c.

identify pronunciation of a word with the help of pronunciation key.d.

Identify syllable division and stress pattern.e.

identify part of speech of a word through abbreviation used.
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identify correct spellings.g.

identify phrases through key words.h.

104. Locate synonyms and antonyms in children's thesaurus.

105. Use library skills to:

alphabetize book titles, words and names.a.

locate fiction and non-fiction books / books by subject.b.

understand card catalogue and computerized catalogue.c.

locate and use card catalogue and computerized catalogue.d.

identify three kinds of catalogue cards S.e., author card, title card, 

subject card.

e.

use case and shelf labels in the library.

locate and use the reference section in the library.g.

Identify and utilize effective study skills e.g. note-taking / writing an 

outline, making a mind map, brainstorming for generating and 

developing ideas.

106.

Use textual aids such as title page (author, publishing detail), blurbs, 
table of content, index, glossary of texts to:

107.

comprehend texts.a.

identify and select relevant information in a book.b.
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Competency 1: Reading and Thinking Skills

All students will read and analyse literary text to seek information, 

ideas, enjoyment and to relate their own experiences to those of 

common humanity as depicted in literature.

Standard 2:

Analyze short stories and poems; identify with characters' 

emotional response, motives and actions. ,
Benchmark 1:

Students ：• naming OutcomesSr. #

Make predictions about story line / content, characters, using 

corstexbia^ clues and prior knowledge.
108.

Recognize and describe story elements: characters, events, setting and 

theme.

109.

110. Read a story to:

retell it according to the order of events.a.

summarize (through gapped summary exercises).b.

Recognize the author's purpose.111.

Identify the speaker or narrator in a selection.112.

Read a text to describe orally and in writing, character traits using 

evidence from the text.
113.

Express preferences about characters giving reasons.114.

Recognize genres of literature e.g. fiction, poetry, legend, myth.115.

Read a poem and give orally or in writing:116.
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main idea.a.

summary (through gapped summary exercises).b.

117. Identify line and stanza.

118. Recognize literary techniques such as imagery and alliteration.

119. Understand how a writer/ poet uses language to:

a. appeal to the senses through use of figurative language including similes.

Competency 2: Writing Skills

Standard 1: Al! students will produce with developing fluency and accuracy, 

academic, transactional and creative writing, which is focused, 

purposeful and shows an insight into the writing process.

Benchmark 1: Analyze written discourse to use in their own compositions, 

techniques for effective paragraph organization and development 

such as clear topic sentence and supporting details.

Sr. # Students Learning Outcomes

120. Write a paragraph for a given purpose.

121. Use a variety of pre-writing strategies such as brainstorming, mind 

mapping, outlining, etc.

122. Analyze various paragraphs to recognize that a paragraph comprises a 

group of sentences that develop a single idea.

123. Write a simple unified paragraph on a given topic:
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write a clear topic sentence using key words.a.

add adequate supporting detail (example, definition or evidence) to 

develop the main idea.
b.

Write an essay of three or more paragraphs following conventions of 

essay writing:
124.

introductory paragraph.a.

themes and sub-themes.b.

conciuding paragraphs.c.

125. Write:

introductory paragraph carries the main idea of the essay.a.

each one of the body paragraphs develops the main idea through key 

ideas. These key ideas are developed through supporting details.
b.

paragraphs are linked through various transitional devices.c.

Develop proceeding introductory paragraph which contains:126.

main theme.a.

sub-themes in proper order keeping in mind the logical order.b.

Write descriptive, expository and narrative texts for different 

purposes and audiences.
Benchmark 2:
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Students Learning OutcomesSr. #

127. Write an essay of two or three paragraphs showing cause and effect of 

an event or an action:

logical order of events or action.a.

appropriate connectives of cause and effect.b.

128. Write a simple descriptive essay about people, objects and places:

PERSONS

detailed physical description of face, build, clothes, etc. of a person.a.

personality traits e.g. habits, attitudes etc.b.

OBJECTS AMD PLACES

sufficient general details and finer details of size, colour, shape and 

texture.

c.

defining characteristics of an object/ place.d.

correct verb form.e.

appropriate adjectives and adverbs for vivid effect.

details in appropriate order.g.

129. Write two paragraphs of comparison between persons, objects and 

places:

use appropriate similes for comparison.a.

use correct connectors of comparison.b.

130. Write a short narrative in the first person which describes events:
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use sequential order.a.

use specific adjectives and adverbs.b.

use appropriate tense.c.

use appropriate transitional devices.d.

Write a paragraph of free writing for fFuency, creativity and pleasure.131.

Write effective and focused answers of reo^ired length by using:132.

key words.a.

correct, verbs and tenses.b.

Use summary skills to write summary / precis of simple passages.133.

Write a variety of interpersonal and transactional texts, e.g. 

informal and formal letters, simple forms, dialogues (speech 

bubbles, cartoon strips, role play) using vocabulary, tone, 

style of expression appropriate to the communicative purpose 

and context.

Benchmark 3:

Students Learning OutcomesSr. #

Write short informal dialogues on the topics of everyday interest.134.

Fill in correctly and legibly, simple forms requiring information about 

school.

135.

Plan and draft their own writing; revise and edit for paragraph 

unity, clear central topic sentence, relevant and adequate
Benchmark 4:
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supporting details, effective style, appropriate transitional 

devices, punctuation and vocabulary.

Sr. # Students Learning Outcomes

136. Plan their own writing:

identify audience and purpose.a.

b. variety of pre-writing strategies such as brainstorming, mind 

mapping, outlining, etc.

use a

137. Draft and revise writing to ensure that it:

has a main idea stated in the topic sentencea.

b. has relevant, 

paragraph.

specific and substantial supporting detail for each

has reference and transition words that contribute to 

cohesion and cohesiveness.

c. a sense of

d. has varied sentence structure and length.

has an effective introduction and conclusione.

138. Proofread for errors of:

sentence structure.a.

b. subject / verb agreement.

noun / pronoun agreement.c.

d. reference words, connectives.
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punctuation and spelling.e.

Oral Communication SkillsCompetency 3:

appropriate social and academic conventions
communication with

All students will use
discourse

Standard 1:
for effective oral 
:in both informal and formal settings.

of spoken 

individuals and in groups

U^lected imgulsilc exponents to communicate appropriately 

fynclsons and of opinions, feelings.

in immediate social environment.

Benchmark 1:
for various 

emotion,丨nstructions

Students LearnEtrsg OutcomesSr. #

Use various functions to:139.

questions of personal interest and general everydayask and answer 

aspects.
a.

express surprise.b.

express pleasure and displeasure.c.

express anger and impatience.d.

express disappointment.e.

for expressing ability / inability to do something.give reasons

express personal needs.g.
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Benchmark 2: Demonstrate through dialogues, panel discussions, 
particular topics, the social and academic 

dynamics to communicate information/ ideas.

talks on 

conventions and

Sr. # Students Learning Outcomes

140. Use conventions and dynamics of group discussion and interaction to:

offer and respond to greetings, 
introductions and farewells.

a. compliments, invitations,

b. show gratitude apologize.

ask and restate directions and instructions.c.

d. take turns.

relate what they have to say to what has been said before.e.

take into account different viewpoints.

extend their ideas in the light of discussion.g.

h. give reasons for opinions and actions.

identify a problem and propose a solution.

join in a group response at the appropriate time.

141. Recognize and demonstrate appropriate expressions and etiquettes for a 

telephonic conversation to:

make polite introductions.a.

b. ask someone to say something again.
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check understanding of message.c.

take and leave a message.

infer and draw conclusions about meaning, intention and feeling 

communicated by the speaker.

recognize and respond to 

displ^ac-ure, surprise, disappointment.

d.

e.

moods showing appreciation, pleasure,

n础;and give response.g.

and respond to reqaes*lsh.

Formal and Lexecai Aspects of LanguageCompetertcy 4:

understand and articulate widely acceptable
patterns of the English

All students will 
pronunciation, stress and intonation 

language for improved communication.

Standard 1: 

Pronunciation:

(acceptably) words, identify and apply stress shift and
different meanings.

Pronounce 

intonation patterns fc r communicating
Benchmark 1:

Students Learning Outcomes

Recognize and articulate English sounds given in the pronunciation key 

in the dictionary.

Sr. #

142.

and short vowel sounds and recognize howDifferentiate between long 

vowel length can change the meaning.
143.

consonant clusters with developing accuracyIdentify and pronounce 

in initial and final positions.
144.

Recognize and pronounce words omitting silent letters.145.
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146. Recognize syllable division of words in aural and written text.

147. Pronounce weak form of personal 

negatives, prepositions, articles and conjunctions.
pronouns, modal verbs, their

148. Recognize and 

emotions.
varying intonation patterns to show attitude anduse

Competency 4: Forma! and Lexical Aspects of Language

Standard 2: 

Vocabulary:
Ali students will enhance vocabulary for effective communication.

Benchmark 1: Build vocabulary through word roots. contextual clues,
dictionary, thesaurus and the environment; use words, phrases 

and Idioms in context and with correct spellings.

Sr. # Students Learning Outcomes

149. Build and use appropriate vocabulary and correct spellings for effective 

communication to:

illustrate the use of dictionary for finding appropriate meaning and 

correct spellings.

a.

b. a simple thesaurus to locate synonyms and antonyms.use

examine and interpret transitional devices that show comparison, 
sequence, cause and effect.

c.

d. utilize comparison, appositive phrases and synonyms to deduce the 

meaning of unfamiliar words.
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understand and utilize similes given in the text.e.

analyze analogies; complete analogies correctly.

• phrasal verbs given in the text /understand and use correctly 

glossary.
9-

Forma! and Lexical Aspects of LanguageCompetency 4:

Ail students will understand grammatical functions and use the
punctuation and syntax for developing

Standard 3：. 

Grammar and principles of grammar,
in the;r ■-•:oken and written communication.accuracyStructure;

of parts of speech, selected 

iimited transitional devices and 

in their speech and writing.

:Recognize
i

；concepts of tense.
Benchmark.:-

i irsodaS verbs and use them

Students Learning OutcomesSr. #

NOUNS, NOUN PHRASES AND CLAUSES

Demonstrate use of common and proper nouns, collective, countable and 

uncountable nouns.

Apply the rules of change of number of nouns learnt earlier.

Change the number of compound nouns. Differentiate between plurals 

and possessive forms of compound nouns.

Change the number of some foreign words e.g. basis-bases.

150.

151.

152.

153.

Change the gender of nouns.154.
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PRONOUNS

155. Demonstrate use of pronouns as subject and object. Recognize function 

of, and use possessive and reflexive pronouns.

156. Demonstrate extended use of question words.

157. Use few indefinite pronouns.

158. Demonstrate use of pronoun-antecedent agreement recognizing their 
relationship.

VERBS

159. Illustrate use of helping verbs in speech and writing.

160. Illustrate use or finking verbs.

161. Recognize and demonstrate function and use of modal verbs learnt 
earlier.

162. Recognize and demonstrate function and use of would, need and dare in 

sentences.

163. Illustrate use of transitive and intransitive verbs.

TENSES

164. Illustrate use of tenses learnt earlier.

Recognize the form and various functions; and illustrate use of Present 

Perfect Tense.

165.

ADJECTIVES

Classify adjectives into different types. Change and use degrees of 

adjectives with reference to than and the.

166.
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Recognize and use absolute adjectives.

the varying position of adjectives in sentences and form adjectives

167.

Locate168.
from nouns.

ADVERBS AND ADVERB IALS

Classify and use different kinds of adverbs learnt earlier.

vsryinc? posltior；.s ot c^jv^rbs in sentences according to their 

and srnportance.

169.

170.

P^PQSniOHS

time, movement andSHustrate use of the prepos:Uons of position, 

direction.
171.

Illustrate use of compound prepositions.172.

Illustrate use of since and for.173.

TRANSITIONAL DEVICES

Use in speech and writing, transitional devices of addition, alternative, 
contrast, illustrations, sequence, conclusion, cause and

174.
comparison,

effect.

Recognize and use punctuation including use of semicolons, dash, 

parenthesis and quotation marks to denote direct speech.
Benchmark 2:

Students Learning OutcomesSr. #

Recognize and rectify faulty punctuation in given passages and own work.175.
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176. Recognize and use colon to:

introduce a list of items.a.

b. introduce a long quotation.

177. Recognize and use quotation marks to enclose a direct quotation.

Benchmark 3: Identify sentence types and structure, recognize and apply the 

concept and functions of voice and narration in reading and
writing.

Sr. # Students Learning Outcomes

SENTENCE STRUCTURE

178. Use sentences with direct and indirect objects.

TYPES OF SENTENCES

179. Classify, use, convert and make declarative (affirmative and negative), 

interrogative, exclamatory and imperative sentences.

180- Use first conditional sentences.

181. Identify active and passive voice in sentences.

182. Recognize and use passive voice to write sentences in which action is 

more important than the doer of the action.

183. Identify function of direct and indirect speech in texts.

184. Recognize the rules of and change the narration of statements and 

requests/ orders.
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Appropriate Ethical and Social DevelopmentCompetency 5:

All students will develop ethical and social attributes and values 

relevant in a multicultural, civilized society.
Standard 1:

competency will be developed and incorporated across the
■ the teaching and learning of

ThisPlease Note:
： other four competencies; hence 

| the appropriate values and attributes is to be embedded in the 

chosen themes and topics of the reading texts and through
| vv/nt^ng and speaking activities performed in the learning
■

environment of the dass.

as tolerance,Recognize and practice values and attributes such 

humanism, patience, equity, justice, honesty, empathy, etc” 

relevant for peaceful coexistence between individuals, groups 

and nations.

Benchmark 1:

Develop and portray through actions, a sense of importance of 

individual worth; simultaneously valuing diversity and equality 

among people.

Benchmark 2:

Understand and evaluate contemporary social, economic and 

scientific developments / issues so as to participate in the global 

society as aware and thinking individuals.

Benchmark 3:
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(c)Student Learning Outcomes for English Grade-VI 11

Competency 1: Reading and Thinking Skills

Standard 1: All students will search for. discover and understand a variety 

of texts types through tasks which require multiple reading 

and thinking strategies for comprehension, fluency and 

enjoyment.

Benchmark 1: Analyze patterns of text organization and function of various 

devices used in a text.

Sr. # Students Learning Ouxcosraes

185. Analyze a paragraph to:

identify a topic sentence.a.

b. identify sentences carrying supporting details.

186. Recognize that text comprises a group of paragraphs that develop a single 

theme or idea.

187. Analyze a larger text to recognize each paragraph as a separate 

meaningful unit of expression with its own topic sentence and 

supporting details.

Analyze features of an effective topic sentence such as:188.

specific words.a.

vivid verbs.b.

modifiers (adjectives and adverbs).c.
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Analyze paragraphs to identify sentences that support the main idea 

through:

189.

definitiona.

exampleb.

{J^ustrationc.

evldericsd.

cause anr. effecte.

comparison and contrastf.

Recognize the functions of:190.

pronoun-antecedent relationships.a.

anaphoric and cataphoric references.b.

transitional devices used for coherence and cohesion at 

discourse level.

c.

Analyze the order of arranging paragraphs:191.

chronological or spatial.a.

general to specific, and specific to general.b.

most important to least important and vice versa.c.

Extend conceptual understanding of processes, procedures, 

events and issues^ applying reading comprehension and thinking 

strategies.

Benchmark 2:
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Sr. # Students Learning Outcomes

Use pre-reading strategies to predict the content of a text from topic / 

picture, title / headings, key words and visuals etc. by using prior 

knowledge, asking questions and contextual clues.

192.

193. Skim text to:

have general idea of the text.a.

b. infer theme / main idea.

194. Apply criticaS thinking to interact with text and use intensive reading 

strategiesCwhjie-readsng):

scan to answer shore questions.a.

b. make simple inferences using context of the text and prior 
knowledge.

distinguish between what is clearly stated and what is implied.c.

deduce meaning of difficult words from context.d.

use context to infer missing words.e.

read silently with comprehension and extract main idea and 

supporting detail.

scan to locate an opinion.9-

distinguish fact from opinion.h.

locate examples to support an opinion.

follow instructions in maps or user instruction manuals and simple 

forms requiring information about school.
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comprehend / interpret text by applying critical thinking.k.

generate questions to understand text.

Use summary skills to:195.

extract, salient points and develop a mind map to summarize a text.a.

transfer the '-vnrten text to a diagram now chart or cloze paragraph.b.

Use critical thinking to respond to the text (post- reading):196.

appiy vvorkl and cvvii feef?ng.s. .-'opinion to the read text.a.

issue andexplore causes and consequences of a problem 

propose various solutions.

or anb.

evaluate material read.c.

Apply strategies to comprehend questions by marking key words, verbs 

and tenses in a variety of question types:
197.

literal/ textual/ factual.a.

interpretive.b.

inferential.c.

evaluative.d.

personal response.e.

open ended.

Respond orally or in writing.198.
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Benchmark 3: Interpret information from a visual cue or a graphic organizer 

to give directions, describe positions, simple processes and 

procedures and cause and effect relationships.

Sr. # Students Learning Outcomes

199. Interpret ideas, vocabulary and structures given in a mind map to 

compare events using connectors of sequence and comparison.

200. Analyze information in a flow chart or diagram to describe procedures 

and processes, make comparisons, show cause and effect relations in a 

brief written report.

201. Organize Information using various organizational patterns: sequence, 

companson, classification, cause and effect.

202. Recognize and use appropriate transitional words within and beyond 

paragraphs for better coherence and cohesion,

203. Recognize and use appropriate conventions (format, style, expression) 
of a brief written report.

Benchmark 4: Gather, analyse and use information for a variety of purposes 

using various aids and study skills.

Sr. # Students Learning Outcomes

204. Use dictionary to:

locate guide words.a.

b. locate entry word.
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choose appropriate word definition.c.

identify pronunciation of a word with the help of pronunciation key.d.

identify syllable division and stress pattern.e.

identify part of speech of a word through abbreviation used.

Identify correct spellings.g.

identify phrases through words.h.

understand various abbrevjatsons used in a dictionary.

Use chl^jren's encyclopaedias to obtain information.205.

Chose appropriate synonyms and antonyms from thesaurus.206.

Identify and utilize effective study skills e.g. note-taking / writing an 

outline, making a mind map, brainstorming for generating and 

developing ideas.

207.

Use textual aids such as title page (author, publishing detail), blurbs, 
table of content, index, glossary of texts to:

208.

comprehend texts.a.

identify and select relevant information in a book.b.

Competency 1: Reading and Thinking Skills

All students will read and analyse literary text to seek information, 

ideas, enjoyment and to relate their own experiences to those of 

common humanity as depicted in literature.

Standard 2:
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Benchmark 1: Analyze short stories and poems; identify with characters' 

emotional response, motives and actions.

Sr. # Students Learning Outcomes

209. Make predictions about story line / content, characters, 

contextual clues and prior knowledge.

using

210. Analyze story elements: characters, events, setting, plot, theme and 

tone.

211. Read a story to:

retell it sequentially.a.

b. summarize.

212. Recognize the author’s purpose.

213. Identify the speaker or narrator in a selection.

214. Read a text to analyse characters, their motives, actions and emotional 

responses.

215. Present a character sketch orally and in writing and give a personal 

response about the characters giving reasons to support the response.

216. Recognize genres of literature e.g. fiction, poetry, legend, myth.

Read a poem and give orally or in writing:217.

main idea.a.

theme and its development.b.

c. summary.
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personal response with justification.d.

paraphrase.e.

Recognize literary techniques such as imagery and alliteration.218.

Analyze how a writer/ poet uses language to:219.

appeal to tSie senses through use of figurative language including 

sfmrs^es and smetaphors.
a.

with differenta^ec： g throuo-^ Los of synonymsb.

cortrsoiai^rs.

Competency 2: Writing Skills

All students will produce with developing fluency and accuracy, 

academic, transactional and creative writing, which is focused, 

purposeful and shows an insight into the writing process.

Standard 1:

Analyze written discourse to use in their own compositions, 

techniques for effective paragraph organization and development 

such as clear topic sentence and supporting details.

Benchmark 1:

Sr. # Students Learning Outcomes

Use a variety of pre-writing strategies such as brainstorming, mind 

mapping, outlining, etc.

220.

Develop focus to write a paragraph for a given purpose and audience.221.

222- Write a simple unified paragraph on a given topic:
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write a clear topic sentence using specific words, vivid verbs, 

modifiers (adjectives and adverbs) etc.

a.

b. add adequate supporting detail (example, illustration, definition, 

evidence, comparison, contrast, cause and effect) to develop the main 

idea.

appropriate pronoun-antecedent relationship and 

transitional devices within a paragraph.

c. use

use chronological/sequential/ spatial order of arranging detail.d.

by order of importance (most important to least important and vice 

versa, general to specific and vice versa ).

e.

223. Write a composition of three or mere paragraphs following conventions 

of essay writing:

introductory paragraph.a.

b. body paragraphs.

concluding paragraphs.c.

224. Recognize that:

introductory paragraph carries the main idea of the essay.a.

b. each one of the body paragraphs develops the main idea through key 

ideas. These key ideas are developed through supporting details.

the concluding paragraph contains a summary of the body paragraphs 

and a general concluding statement.
c.

paragraphs are linked through various transitional devices.d.
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Write descriptive, expository and narrative texts for different 

purposes and audiences.
Benchmark 2:

Students Learning Oi^tcomesSr. #

Analyse wriUf': to use in their own writing, features' of a simple 

expository : .'up showing cause and effect of an event or an

action:

225.

logical orcie; c,f events or action.a.

appropriate connectives of cause and effect.b.

Analyze to use in their own writing, criteria for classification in a simple 

expository composition.
226.

Analyze written texts to use in their own writing, features of a simple 

descriptive composition about people, objects and places:
227.

PERSONS

finer details of physical description of face, build, clothes, etc. of a 

person.

a.

personality traits e.g. habits, attitudes, values, etc.b.

OBJECTS AND PLACES

sufficient general details and finer details of size, colour, shape and 

texture.
c.

defining characteristics of an object / place.d.

atmosphere of a place.e.
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correct verb form.

appropriate adjectives and adverbs for vivid effect.g-

h. details in appropriate order.

228. Write three paragraphs of comparison between persons, objects or 
places:

use appropriate similes for comparison.a.

b. Use correct connectors of comparison.

229. Write a narrative in the first or third person which describes events / 

incidents:

use sequential order.a.

b. use specific adjectives and adverbs.

use appropriate tense.

use appropriate transitional devices.c.

d. include quotations (actual words spoken) and thoughts and emotions 

of the participants in the incident. -

230. Write a paragraph of free writing for fluency, creativity and pleasure.

231. Write answers of required length by:

marking key words.a.

identifying verbs and tenses.b.

recognizing question types such as:c.
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literal / textual / factual

interpretiveii.

inferentialiii.

iv. evaluative

persona! responsev.

open endedvi.

Ap;.?^y sumrrary skiiis to :' unseen passages and poems to:232.

write summary / precis of shnpie passages.a.

b. summarize poems.

Use paraphrasing skills to paraphrase stanzas:233.

mark thought groups in the stanza.a.

restate the message in simple prose.b.

replace poetic words with simple ones.c.

Write a variety of interpersonal and transactional texts, e.g. 

informal and formal letters, simple forms, dialogues (speech 

bubbles, cartoon strips, role play) using vocabulary, tone, 
style of expression appropriate to the communicative purpose 

and context.

Benchmark 3:
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Sr. # Students Learning Outcomes

234. Analyze and compare various informal and formal letters / 

note
e-mails to

differences of conventions, vocabulary, style and tone.

235. Write formal letters to people in immediate 

academic environment for various
and extended social and

purposes:

follow conventions of formal 
salutations etc.

a. letter with respect to layout.

b. recognize and demonstrate 

tone in forme! letters.
of appropriate vocabulary, style anduse

write the addressc. on the envelope dear?y anc； in proper format.

236. Revise for：

correct format, layout.a.

b. appropriate vocabulary, style, tone.

237. Write applications to people in extended environment.

238. Link and compare various informal and formal dialogues to note 

differences of features, vocabulary, style and tone.

239. Write and revise short formal dialogues.

240- Fill in correctly and legibly, forms 

information.
requiring various kinds of simple

Benchmark 4: Plan and draft their own writing; revise and edit for paragraph 

unity, clear central topic sentence, relevant and adequate
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style, appropriate transitionaldetails, effectivesupporting 
devices, punctuation and vocabulary.

Students Learning Outcomes
Sr. #

Plan their own writing:241.

kientifv audience and purpose.a.

focus for their own writing.developb.
,minduses variety of pre-writing strategies such as brainstorming

c.
rnappIriQ, outlining, etc.

Draft and revise writing to ensure that it:

has a main idea stated in the topic sentence.

and substantial supporting

242. a.

b.
detail for each

has relevant, specific 

paragraph.
c.

sense ofwords that contribute to areference and transition 

cohesion and cohesiveness.
hasd.

structure and length.has varied sentencee.

has an effective conclusion.

Proof read and edit texts for errors of.243.

sentence structure.a.

subject / verb agreement.b.

/ pronoun agreement.nounc.
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reference words, connectives.d.

punctuation and spelling.e.

Write formal letters / e-mails to different companies, head of institutions 

etc. and an informal letters / e-mails to friends, TV shows etc.
244.

Competency 3: Oral Communication Skills

All students will use appropriate social and academic conventions 

of spoken discourse for effective oral communication with 

individuals and in groups, in both informal and formal settings.

Standard 1:

Use selected linguistic exponents i:o communicate appropriately 

for various functions and co functions of opinions, feelings, 

emotion, instructions in immediate social environment.

Benchmark 1:

Students Learning OutcomesSr. #

Use various functions to:245.

ask and respond to questions of personal interest and general 

everyday aspects.
a.

ask and express opinions, emotions, wishes needs and requirements 

by giving
b.

reasons.

express dissatisfaction, disapproval, and disagreement politely.c.

agree and disagree partially.d.

make plans.e.

express personal needs.
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Benchmark 2: Demonstrate through dialogues, panel discussions, talks on 

particular topics, the social and academic conventions and 

dynamics to communicate information/ ideas.

Sr. # Students Learning Outcomes

246. Use conventions and dynamics of group discussion and interaction to:

and respond to greetings, compliments, invitations,a.

jr^roductsons and fare^^ai^s.

b. demonstrate an undersVjn、:ihg of ways to show gratitude, apologize, 
express anger or impatience.

asK, restate and simplify directions and instructions.c.

d. present and explain one's point of view clearly.

support or modify one's opinions with reasons.e.

acknowledge others’ cpntributions.

agree and disagree politely at appropriate times.9-

h. share ideas.

clarify ideas.

modify a statement made by a peer.

k. identify problem and propose its solution.

summarize the main points of discussion for the benefit of the whole 

group.

Join in a group response at the appropriate time.m.
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use polite forms to negotiate and reach consensus.n.

Recognize and demonstrate appropriate expressions and etiquettes for a 

telephonic conversation to:
247.

make polite introductions.a.

ask someone to say something again.b.

check understanding of message.c.

take and leave a message.d.

infer and draw conclusions about meaning, intention and feeling 

conimunicated by the speaker.

e.

recognize and respond to moods showing appreciation, pleasure, 

displeasure, surprise, disappointment.

make inquiries and give response.g-

make and respond to requests.h.

Competency 4: Formal and Lexical Aspects of Language

All students will understand and articulate widely acceptable 

pronunciation, stress and intonation patterns of the English 

language for improved communication.

Standard 1:
Pronunciation:

Pronounce (acceptably) words, identify and apply stress shift and 

intonation patterns for communicating different meanings.

Benchmark 1:
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Students Learning OutcomesSr. #

Comprehend and apply in speech the word stress rules for example, 

stress shift for emphasis and change in meaning in parts of speech.

248.

Recognize, pronounce and represent primary and secondary stress in 

words with the help of a dictionary.

249.

Pror；cunce weak for::, of persc.-na! pronouns, modal verbs, their 

:'^gatives. preposstio- -s; and conjunctions.

250.

Recognize and use vafyhvg intonation patterns to show attitude and 

emotions.

251.

Use tongue twisters to emphasise the correct pronunciation sounds.252.

Competency 4: Formal and Lexical Aspects of Language

All students will enhance vocabulary for effective communication.Standard 2:

Vocabulary:

Build vocabulary through word roots, contextual clues, 

dictionary, thesaurus and the environment; use words, phrases 

and idioms in context and with correct spellings.

Benchmark 1:

Sr. # Students Learning Outcomes

Build and use appropriate vocabulary and correct spellings for effective 

communication to:

253.

illustrate the use of dictionary for finding appropriate meaning and 

correct spellings.

a.
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simple thesaurus to locate synonyms and antonyms.b. use a

examine and interpret transitional devices that show comparison, 

sequence, result, conclusion, cause and effect, addition, reason.
c.

understand and utilize similes and metaphors given in the text.d.

analyze analogies; complete analogies correctly.e.

locate and understand meaning of phrasal verbs from the dictionary 

given in the text.

Formal and Lexicai Aspects of LanguageCompetency 4:

Ail students wiil understand grammatical functions and use the 

principles of grammar, punctuation and syntax for developing 

accuracy in their spoken and written communication.

Standard 3:
Grammar and
Structure:

Recognize grammatical functions of parts of speech, selected 

concepts of tense, aspect, limited transitional devices and 

modal verbs and use them in their speech and writing.

Benchmark 1:

Students Learning OutcomesSr. #

NOUNS, NOUN PHRASES AND CLAUSES

Demonstrate use of more common and proper nouns, collective, 

countable, uncountable, material and abstract nouns.
254.

Apply the rules of change of number of nouns learnt earlier.255.

Recognize and demonstrate use of certain noun phrase, verb phrase and 

clauses in the sentences.
256.

PRONOUNS
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Demonstrate use of pronouns as subject and object. Recognize function 

of, and use possessive, reflexive and emphatic pronouns.
257.

Demonstrate extended use of question words.258.

Identify and demonstrate function and use of relative pronouns which, 
who and that.

259.

260. Use ir«ore sndefsnite v.a. anybody, everybody, nobody,
anything., each and all.

VERBS

261. Illustrate use of helping verbs in speecn and writing.

262. illustrate uss of Sinking verbs.

263. Recognize and demonstrate function and use of modal verbs learnt 
earlier.

264. Illustrate use of regular and irregular verbs in speech and writing.

265. Illustrate use of transitive and intransitive verbs.

266. Convert and use present and past participles.

267. Recognize and demonstrate function and use of infinitives.

TENSES

268. Illustrate use of tenses learnt earlier.

ADJECTIVES

Classify adjectives into different types. Demonstrate use of different 

types of adjectives.

269.
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Recognize and use absolute adjectives.270.

Locate the varying position of adjectives in sentences and form adjectives 

from nouns.
271.

Form adjectives from nouns and verbs e.g. kind - kindness, write - 

writing etc.
272.

Identify and use adjective phrases.273.

ADVERBS AND ADVERB !ALS

Use different kinds of adverbs learnt earlier.274.

Recognize varying positions of adverbs in sentences according to their 

kinds and importance.
275.

Identify and use degrees of comparison of adverbs.276.

Use some adverbial phrases.277.

PREPOSITIONS AND PREPOSITIONAL DEVICES

Illustrate use of the prepositions of position, time, movement and 

direction in speech and writing.278.

Illustrate use of compound prepositions.279.

Illustrate use of since and for.280.

Use some prepositional phrases.281.

TRANSITIONAL DEVICES
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Use in speech and writing, transitional devices of addition, alternative, 

comparison, contrast, illustrations, means of, consequence, sequence, 

conclusion, cause and effect and extent.

282.

Recognize and use punctuation including use of semicolons, dash, 

parenthesis and quotation marks to denote direct speech.

Benchmark 2:

Stisdents Learning OutcomesSr, #

Recognize and rec-； ' / faulty punctuation in given passages and own work.：:S3.

284. Recognize and use cor.n-3 co:

separate an introductory phrase containing a verb from the main 

sentence.

a.

285. Recognize and use colon to:

introduce a list of items.a.

introduce a long quotation.b.

Recognize and use semicolon to emphasize parts of a series of clearly 

defined units.

286.

Recognize and use quotation marks to enclose a direct quotation.287.

Recognize and use omission marks or ellipses to signify the omission or 

deletion of letters or words in sentences.

288.
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Identify sentence types and structure, recognize and apply the 

concept and functions of voice and narration in reading and 

writing.

Benchmark 3:

Students Learning OutcomesSr. #

SENTENCE STRUCTURE

Analyze and use sentences with direct and indirect objects.289.

Identify and differentiate between a sentence, ciause and s phrase. 

Identify and differentiate between main and stibordanate ciause.
290.

TYPES OF SENTENCES

Classify, use, convert and make declarative (affirmative and negative), 

interrogative, exclamatory and imperative sentences.
291.

Identify and differentiate between simple and compound sentences.292.

Use first and second conditional sentences.293.

Recognize and use the variant form of first conditional to express 

automatic or habitual results.

294.

Identify active and passive voice in sentences.295.

Recognize and use passive voice for various purposes.296.

Identify function of direct and indirect speech in texts.297.
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Recognize the rules of, and change the narration of statements, 

requests/ orders and questions.
298.

Competency 5: Appropriate Ethical and Social Development

All students will develop ethical and social attributes and values 

relevant in a multicultural, civilized society.

Standard 1:

• '：hi3 r .mpetency w?'; be dsveioped and incorporated across the 

；fO'-r corripeten;?es' the teaching and learning of

；che appropriate va：u&s and atuibutes is to be embedded in the

:chosen themes and topics of the reading texts and through 

writing and speaking activities performed in the learning 

environment of the class.

Please Note:

Recognize and practice values and attributes such as tolerance, 

humanism, patience, equity, justice, honesty, empathy, etc., 

relevant for peaceful coexistence between individuals, groups 

and nations.

Benchmark 1:

Develop and portray through actions, a sense of importance of 

individual worth; simultaneously valuing diversity and equality 

among people.

Benchmark 2:

Understand and evaluate contemporary social, economic and 

scientific developments / issues so as to participate in the global 

society as aware and thinking individuals.

Benchmark 3:
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Chapter 4: Text Types/THEMES AND SUB-THEMES

Texts are written to communicate information, ideas, feelings etc; they are shaped 

by the purpose of writing, the context of communication, and the reader. These 

elements are interdependent so that: for example： the form of writing in a particular 

text type is adopted to the writer’s aim and the intended reader.

It is essential that the students are exposed to a variety of writing, its readership and 

variations in form and style of expression; only then will students acquire flexible 

strategies to understand various texts and to display their understanding by 

producing well written texts for various purposes and audiences.

This chapter gives various text types; their examples, the range of purposes or 

intentions and the focus of writing of each text type.

Suggested themes and sub-themes are also listed to enable teachers and materials 

writers to build text content. Context should be so designed so as to build a wide 

range of reading experiences that have literary, informational, persuasive, 

analytical and practical purposes.

4.1 Text type

ExamplesText type
• Stories

• Poems (Lyrics, ballads, sonnets)
Narrative/expressive/reflective 

texts (Literary texts)
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Play scripts 

Biographies 

Anecdotes 

Diary, journal entries 

Fantasy, adventure, science fic

tion

Intonation: To entertain, explore, 

imagine, enlighten, share experiences 

so as to get the reader involved in story 

and characters.
Focus: Literary, creative and aesthetic 

appeal

Persuasive/ argumentatsve texts 

Intention: To persuade, argue, advise
i

Focus: Influence the jeaders or viewer? | 

to change theii' rnh'd ^ - some thir ^

Brochures

Advertisement of consumer 

Products

Letters to the editor conveying

.--r.vin'ons

r-.drcoriais
Campaign literature

Magazine articles supporting a

position.

Expository (Factual/ Informative 

texts)
Intention: To inform, explain and 

describe print and computer- based 

informative and reference texts.

Focus: Document, organize and convey 

information and ideas.

News reports 

Magazine articles 

Memos

Menus, blurbs 

Indices, forms 

Maps 

Recipes 

Minutes

Tables

Flowcharts

Diagrams 

Fact sheets
Information leaflets

Prospectuses

Plans

Summaries
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• Records

Commentaries 

Analytical articles 

Essays and reports 

Reviews

Expository (Analytical texts) 

Intention: To analyze, review and 

comment
Focus: Present weighed and evaluative 

views of ideas and issues

Texts used for Interpersonal/ 
Transactional Communication 

Intention: To communicate a message
interpersonal

Dialogues

Letters (Informal/ Formal

Greeting Cards

E- mails

Notices

Talks

Interviews

Job advertisements

Resumes

for transactional or

purposes
Focus: To communicate and share 

ideas, feeHngs and information.
O

4.2 Themes and Sub- Themes

The following themes along with their sub-themes are suggested for selection of 

topics and content of teaching material. These themes should primarily nurture 

ethical and social attitudes relevant to Pakistani context and also create an 

awareness, tolerance and understanding of global audiences. The chosen material 

should demonstrate gender and cultural neutrality and should not contain any hate 

material.

Materials on the recommended themes should be used to teach various language 

skills. There is no direct relation between a thematic topic and a particular skill. Any 

topic can be exploited for teaching any number of skills, and at a higher grade should 

incorporate wider content areas and higher vocabulary range justifying the spiral 

approach of the curriculum.

Some of the listed themes lend themselves better to teaching basic transactional 

skills by providing an immediate communicative purpose and are, therefore, more
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suitable for conversational and functional texts. Several themes can also be combined 

in one unit e.g. Nature and Environmental Education can be dealt with through range 

of text types and activities on Environmental Pollution in one unit.

An indicative list of themes is given on the following pages.

Please note: This list is not exhaustive. Textbook writers can select from the given 

themes snd/ or add related sub-themes to suit the developmental level of the 

students.

4.2 ar；'.d Suh-1'hesrses

Sub-ThemesThemes

i. Helping others1. Ethics and Values

ii. PatienceEthics

(Moral character in accordance with 

rules of right and wrong)

iii. Tolerance

iv. Justice

Values v. Self-discipline

(established ideals of life, objects, 
customs, ways of acting that given 

members of a society regards 

desirable)

vi. Interfaith harmony

vii. Respect for rules and laws
as

i. Friendship and Co-operation2. Peaceful Co-existence /Peace Education

ii. Awareness of, and empathy with spe

cial people

iii. Sharing and appreciating ideas/feel

ing emotions of others

i. Knowing children from other nations3. Self, People and Places
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ii. Places of historical and cultural im

portance and of interest in Pakistan 

and around the world

i. Understanding national pride4. Patriotism /National Pride

i. Natural beauty in Pakistan5. Nature

i. Heroic contribution of women in Paki-6. Gender Equality
stan and around the world

i. Festivals and cultural events in Paki-7. Festivals and Cultural Events
stan and around the world

i. Role models depicting noble cause,

natsonaS cause
8. Role Models

Male/Female (Past and Present)

i. Effects of man's actions on environ-9. Environmental Education

ment

i. impact of population growth 

health and nutrition

10. Population Education on

i. Traveling Etiquettes11. Travel and Transport

ii. Travelling using different means for 

example car, bus, train, aeroplane / 

ship.

i. True accounts of inventions, explora

tions and discoveries

12. Technology

13. Education and Employment (Ca- i. Exploring educational opportunities 

reers/Occupations) .

14. Dignity of Labour i. Appreciating value of labour
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ii. Photography a skill

15. Media i. Media as a source of specialist 

knowledge

16. Crisis Awareness and Management i. Awareness of crisis, accidents and 

natural calamities

ii. Preventive measures and manage

ment during and after natural calam

ities and accidents

17. Participatory C:i，sr.r. • Traffle education

f^opseting Community resources

Using public facilities

iv. Practicing cleanliness

18. Health, Safety, Drug Education .Understanding physical well-being

ii. Visiting a doctor

iii. Knowing harmful medicines and dan

gerous drugs

iv. Effects of self-medication

19. Life Skills Education i. Learning organized approach through 

identifying, prioritizing and following 

schedules

ii. Social etiquettes and manners

iii. Learning through personal interests, 

abilities and hobbies

iv. Sports and sportsmanship

Swimmingv.
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vi. Use of basic first aid

vii. Money management, budgeting, 

charity giving, etc.

viii. Communication and collaboration

Chapter 5: Classroom Methodology

5.1 Essentials of classroom methodology

Some essentials relating to the genera! classroom methodology regarding English 

language teaching. These essentials would not only be beneficial to the teachers, but 

also to the textbook writer while devising material.

• Language learning will be effective if teacher does iess of the talking in class 

and puts the learners in a communicative situation where they are provided 

with a purpose to speak, read, write or listen.

• In early years of schooling or primary grades, the natural sequence of observ

ing, listening and then speaking should be followed; once the child has devel

oped considerable facility in using oral English, he or she should be encouraged 

to express ideas in writing.

• At higher grades, emphasis should be shifted to reading and writing. It is, 

however, important to realize the need of integrated language teaching; if the 

focus of a lesson is on reading or writing, the oral/aural skills and conducted 

that students have an opportunity not at all be neglected.

• Activities should be so devised and conducted that students have an oppor

tunity for individual work, as well as, pair work and group work.
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Peer corrections should be encouraged; this is especially a good tool in large 

classes.

Mistakes and errors should be taken as a learning opportunity. Teachers should 

not be over critical and should facilitate students to communicate and learn 

through activities and tasks which are enjoyable and intellectually stimulating.

Teachers should first find out the number of hours, they can spend on each unit 

and the core SLOs of a unit. Then, add materials that will enhance the objectives 

and fit into the given time e.g. if the teacher feels the text book’s reading passage 

lacks reievrsf.：. activities, hs/s'r.e deveb-.： other activities for vocabulary en

hancement. and ccht:pr—: ;sns;or questions and other reading activities

that w!H develop '：he theme/ rr.a:; of the reading and/or give the required

language p:

The teacher should have an overview or wnat each week's lessons will look like:

® based on the language skills, text material/topic.

® variety of activities and methodology.

• teacher's supplemental material

• Quizzes or tests to check student progress of the given SLOs.

5.2 Teaching of Language Skills

The language skills of listening, speaking, reading and writing are taught separately 

or are integrated according to need and purpose. Although, taught through their sub 

skills, these skills are holistic acts that have emerging, beginning, developing, effec

tive and advanced stages. All forms of communication serve as vehicles for language 

learning, as well as, means for exploring ideas about life and human nature.

i. Oral Skills: It is important to develop students' oral skills of listening and 

speaking throughout. Verbal and non-verbal effectiveness in both speech and 

response, should focus on appropriate and effective use of language, and on 

development of ideas and their organization for a specific audience, setting 

and occasion. Teaching oral presentations from early years of schooling,
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whether a simple 'show and tell’，a recital, a story, a speech or a report, are 

excellent ways to develop listening and speaking skills.

ii. Reading Skills: Reading is the first visual process that needs to be connected 

to an oral and aural experience. Reading instructions must take into consider

ation the general academic developmental needs of interpretation and context 

is integral.

Reading is done in different ways for different purposes e.g; we need an instructional 

manual, a humorous magazine, a course text and a diagram in different ways and 

for different purposes.

> Reading aloud: Reading aloud for pronunciation development, stress and in

tonation is different from reading for comprehension, which is an individual, 

silent activity. Silent reading must be modeied by the teacher and class time 

must be provided for students to engage In sustained silent reading.

> Guided Reading- A teacher must explicitly model the critical reading and 

thinking through guided reading instruction and independent reading time. 

Open-ended activities and questions during guided reading encourage diverse 

responses, and critical and creative thinking. Meaningful and supportive inter

vention, which makes students feel that they are being helped through their 

problems in reading, is important.

> Reading for Pleasure: It is the teacher's responsibility to encourage students 

to experience the joy and satisfaction of fiction (literature), and devise ways 

to extend students' interest in it. This will also develop higher order skills of 

prediction, evaluation, Judgement etc. The natural setting of a book will pro

vide the native use of form and vocabulary which will help to develop language 

skills.

> Reading for Comprehension: and material writers can structure the reading 

comprehension lessons using different kinds of questions related to Literal 

comprehension, Reorganization, Inferential comprehension, Evaluative com
prehension, Comparison and Appreciation.
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iii. Writing Skills: Writing abilities are mainly acquired by practice and frequent 

writing. Writing is a complex process interwoven with thinking as it allows writ

ers to explore thoughts and ideas and make them visible and concrete.

> The aim of teaching writing through school years should be to make students 

fully independent writers. It is important for the teacher to realize that it is 

not only the final product that is important in teaching writing, but also the 

process In whir/-： :earners and teacher? coilaborate for t.he benefit, advantage 

and encourap以..必t，:： of ths learners.

> Student：-' e^nll-y ； vstories anc narratives is derived substan

tially from th: morjeh:. •:；■/ These types ../: v；^ ;«；*ng through their experiences of 

such texts (heard er read). !t is ^mport^j：：; :.：j understand that models, in this 

sense are not blueprints for dose smitatjor：. They are simply examples from 

which a chnd develops generalized rules about the nature, structure are 

simply examples from which a child develops generalized rules about the na

ture, structure and content of stories; the models that are provided and dis

cussed will over a period be internalized.

> Students should be gradually introduced to the practice of editing and proof

reading their own work. Initially, this should be done in collaboration with 

teachers; as a next stage, pairs of children might help each other.

5.3. Indicating Errors

For indicating errors, teachers should introduce a set of conventions to be followed 

by all. Textbook writers can give such a checklist as an appendix to textbooks so that 

there is an accepted checklist of proofreading conventions. A sample is as follow:

5.3.1: Editing Symbols for Copy Checkina/Writina

• Words left out

• Do not understand ?

• Wrong word ww

• Punctuation mark o
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Spelling error sp

//New paragraph

Capital letter

Grammar (e.g. She was go to the market)

5.4 Instructional strategies: A range of instructional strategies should be used 

to create learning environments and achieve learning objectives which cater to the 

differing interests, abilities and learning styles of students in order to make them 

independent and confident learners. These are:

a) Input: Input about different aspects of language such as grammar can be 

interspersed with tasks and activities to develop students，ability to use language 

skills in real-life situations. This can be made interesting and effective by identifying 

its purpose, by posing questions to check conceptual understanding, and by inviting 

students' questions for clarification.

b) Discussion: A unique form of group interaction that helps students develop 

their listening and speaking skills through exploring a diversity of views and investi

gating assumptions in the light of different perspectives. Discussion can also be help

ful in developing reading and writing skills such as enhancing comprehension of com

plex ideas in reading texts and generating ideas for writing argumentative essays.

c) Role-Play: A teaching strategy in which students learn by acting and ob

serving. It helps to develop language and social skills through problem-solving and 

communication. Role plays can be used beneficially at the post-reading stage for 

elaborating ideas gained from reading texts and for practice of dialogue writing.

d) Inquiry/Investigation: A process of framing questions, gathering infor

mation about language structure and use, analyzing texts and drawing conclusions 

about author's purpose etc. It encourages students to actively engage with texts and 

take responsibility for their learning.
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e) Cooperative Learning: Students group together in small groups to max

imize their own and each other's language learning through student-student interac

tion. It helps them to use language spontaneously in a 'natural' setting, as well as, 

read and write texts collaboratively. It also helps develop students' social skills and 

increases their higher order thinking.

f) Project: In project work, students develop all the four language skills while 

learning to work Independently of the teacher. !t also allows for creativity and. de

velopment of research skilis.

g) Presenfat; Oral presentation . group and individual tasks and pro

jects help shift the :'lus fr r::，teacher talk to learners' active participation in 

classroom disccunf ? neips deveL.r: cor：';dence and enhances listening and

speaking skills.

5.5 SuppJement.^s^ irsatenaSs

Along with the printed materials i.e. prescribed textbooks and teachers' guides, 

teachers are encouraged to use the following:

Encyclopedias, source books, newspapers, journals, magazines etc. 

Auditory materials such as radio broadcasts and tape recordings.

Visual materials such as cue cards, cutouts, pictures, maps, charts, 

posters, overhead projectors, television, computers (audio-visual), etc. 

Environment, community and the outdoor.

Supplementary Reading Materials (abridged classics. Radiant Way 

(1-5), Oxford Reading Tree etc.)

Education websites. For example;

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

Websites Concepts
http: //www. ha vefun teach ing.com Reading of different passages

http： //www.softschools.com/ Reading of different passages

http://www.teachtelevision.com/ Reading of different passages

http://www.writingprompts.net/ Writing prompts for account writing

http: //ww w.superteach work

sheets.com/grammar, html
Different worksheets for grammar
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http://learnenglishteens.britishcoun-

cil.org/skills/listening-skills-practice

Passages for listening skills

For English teacherswww.tGachincicncilish.orci.uk

http://www.scholastic.com/toach- Teaching ideas for teachers

ers/lessons-and-ideas/

http://www.blpc .Co .uk/education/hicil"i- Teaching of metaphors, similes, 

facts/ opinions, compound words,lights

etc.
htt[3：//www. broakincinewsenalish.com/ For speed reading, enhancing read

ing fluency

Chapter 6: Assessment

The focus of the curriculum Is to prepare students for an assessment of their learning 

and use of language skills rather than memorization of the textbook contents. Skills- 

based assessment using unseen texts and materials is. therefore, recommended for 

testing students' ability to use language in spoken and written communication.

6.1 Forms of Assessment

The two forms of assessment recommended are that students are assessed periodi
cally and finally at the end of the term.

6.1.1. Periodic/ Formative Assessment: It is an ongoing process throughout the 

academic session, and is generally done through homework, quizzes, class tests and 

group discussions. Periodic assessment tests encourage most students to do more 

revision work. It helps the teacher to assess students' performance and learning in 

relation to course objectives, and also to improve his/her own teaching accordingly. 

The teacher must provide feedback to the students on a regular basis.

6.1.2 End- of- term / Summative Assessment: It is the traditional end-of-term 

or final examination. It involves the whole course and determines promotion of suit

able candidates to a higher class / grade. The same variety of assessment tools 

should be used for both types of assessments.

6.2Characteristics of a good test 

A good test has the following characteristics:
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Validity: It tests what it is supposed to test. The test items should be closely related 

to curriculum objectives to ensure content validity.

Reliability: This is of two kinds: inter-rater reliability and test-retest reliability. If 

the test is reliable, the students will get similar grades if they take the test on another 

occasion without any additional language training. Reliability can be achieved through 

providing the assessors with clear and easy to use marking schemes, as well as, their 

training, wherever possible, using these marking schemes.

Practicality; A good test is easy to administer. Arv effort should be made, particularly 

in large-scale testing, to snsure ihat testing conditions are uniform across a range of 

contexts in which the tesr ^ ad?r：in:st9rsd. the lasting conditions should be 

similar to the conditions anaar -.v. 'lch standsrcfetcn and ncrming has taken place 

during the test development stage.

Testing is closely related to teaching. A good test can have a beneficial backwash 

effect in terms of focusing the teaching on curriculum objectives (SLOs).

6.3. Assessment system for the present curriculum
The assessment system for the present curriculum should include:

• A clear statement of the specific purpose(s) for which the assessment is 

being carried out.

• A wide variety of assessment tools and techniques that measure students' 

ability to use language effectively for different purposes.

• Criteria to be used for determining performance levels for the SLOs for 

each grade level.

• Procedures for interpretation and use of assessment results to evaluate 

the learning outcomes.

6.4. Purposes of Assessment
The primary purpose of all assessment, periodic (formative) or end -of -term (sum- 
mative), is to improve the teaching-learning and assessing by providing feedback to 

both the teachers and the students.

More specifically, assessment helps the teachers to

• Check the knowledge the students already have so that teachers know from

where to start teaching.
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Find out students' strengths and weaknesses.

Explore the cause of students' weaknesses and address them through im

proved teaching methodology and/or materials.

Find out if feedback to students is helpful and effective.

Compare the ability of students of one school with the ability of students of a 

similar grade in other schools.

Methods of Assessment
Students' abilities and acquired skills can be tested through a range of assessment 

methods, and the process of selecting the most appropriate one must consider the 

purpose of an assessment, time and resources available, and age and developmental 

level of the students. A fully planned and balanced test can include any combination 

of objective and subjective methods. A brief description and merits and demerits of 

some commonly used assessment methods and their tools are given below.

6.5.1 Selected Response {Objective type):

Students select the answer to a question from two or more given choices. Their short 

response time allows more information to be assessed in a short time. Scoring is 

quick and objective, since teachers need only check if the single correct or best an

swer was identified for each item.

Assessment tools: Multiple Choice Items, Binary Choice Items, Matching Items, 

Interpretive Exercises.

Multiple choice items: The different types of multiple-choice items are

• Correct answer type: It assesses knowledge and comprehension.

• Best answer type: This measure higher order thinking such as reasoning and 

critical analysis.

• Multiple response type: It assesses knowledge, comprehension and critical 

thinking. This is used in dealing with questions to which more than one 

clearly correct answer exists.

• Incomplete statement: This measures knowledge, skills and higher order 

thinking. The stem is an incomplete statement rather than a question.

6.5.
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If we analyze tests in which multiple choice items are used, we find that in most 

cases, the items test 'knowledge' only. Multiple choice items must test application or 

analysis along with knowledge and comprehension. However, it is recommended that 

only correct answer type and best answer type multiple choice items should be used. 

Binary Choice I terns: These items, such as marking statements as True or 

False can be used to assess knowledge, values and opinions depending on which bi

nary choices are given. Guessing aMows students a 50% chance of being right.

These need to be avoided at hsoher grades.

These effectively assess students’ knowledge -ind assoc.iations/relationships of one 

or more concepts or :ana car： assess a great amount of information

within a single topic.

Interpretf ve Exera^es

Interpretive exercises cent dr) brief information or 6a-.a, fc.Howed by a variety of ques

tions. The questions are based on the information or data, which can take the form 

of maps, paragraphs, charts, figures, a story, tables or pictures. Multiple questions 

about the same information allow higher cognitive skills and their application to be 

measured in greater depth. Interpretive exercises:

• Can assess interpretation, analysis, application, critical thinking, and other 

reasoning skills separately from content knowledge of the subject.

• Allow students to focus on applying and connecting 

knowledge.
• Use information in formats that students encounter daily such as pictures, 

maps, charts, figures, tables and newspaper articles, which increase meaning 

and relevance of the exercise.

• Help test the development of reading ability.

6.5.2 Constructed Response (Semi-objective and Subjective type)
This requires students to create or produce their own answer in response to a ques

tion or task. This allows teachers to gain insight into students' thinking and creative 

processes, and to assess higher order thinking along with their ability to use language 

in oral or written communication. However, such items are time-consuming to answer
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and score. Although they eliminate guesswork, scoring is more subjective and thus 

clear criteria are necessary to maintain reliability.

a) Brief constructed response items (Semi-objective):

These require students to provide a very short, clearly delineated answer. They are 

objectively scored because there is typically a single correct answer that is easily 

identified.

Assessment tools:

• Fill-in items: Fill-in items assess more knowledge and information in less time. 

These ask students to label diagrams or write a one-word answer to a short 

question. These cannot check understanding or higher order thinking.

• Short Answers: Short-answer items are questions that call for students to 

write short answers (3-4 sentences at most). They assess knowledge, under

standing and reasoning, it. is important to decide what knowledge, ideas and 

skills are to be tested and then allocate marks accordingly. Short answers 

may test more than recognition and recall, and they demand a certain amount 

of coherence in the answer. They are more objectively scored than an essay 

and provide less opportunity for guessing.

b)Constructed response: Restricted response, extended response 

(Subjective)
Assessment tools:

• Essay-type questions: These may have students construct restricted-re

sponses that limit the length, content and nature of the answer; or ex

tended-responses that allow greater freedom in response. These essay-type 

questions are easier to construct, provided appropriate command words are 

used, than objective and semi-objective type questions but require a lot of 

time and skill in marking. Clear criteria need to be developed to ensure con

sistency of marking by different assessors.

• Performance tasks: These require students to construct a more extensive re

sponse to a well-defined task, often involving deep understanding and/ or
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higher order thinking skills needed in real-world application. Performance tasks 

can be used to evaluate both processes, such as dramatic reading, and their 

resultant products, for example a play. Another example is project work that 

can evaluate a range of skills such as research skills, analysis and synthesis of 

information, presentation skills etc.

6.5.3 Teacher observation

Informal teacher observation is so common that it is often ignored as a form of as

sessment. However, teachers constantly observe and listen to students as they work. 

Non -verba! communication, such as !ooks of frustration, and other cues,

gives greater i'3：aht char； verbsi feeahe-d： riov. ：；iver, formal observation is important 

in assessing be、」，oroducts and skf^s In. reno;ry,a--^e tasks such as oral presentations 

and interviewing ■: kl)\s. Planned focuses on specific behavior(s). It can

be done by teacher as a spectator or a part: ipant. Observational tools include 

a listing of pre-seiected behaviors/skiSSs. After observing, the teacher checks off 

whether each item listed was shown or not shown. Predetermined assessment criteria 

should be worked out.

6.5.4 Student assessment

(a) Self-assessment: In self-evaluation of academic achievement, students rate 

their own performance in relation to established standards and criteria. As part of 

their self-reporting, students may also be asked to answer questions that reveal their 

attitudes and beliefs about themselves or other students.

(b) Peer assessment: This develops collaborative learning with students helping 

their peers through providing feedback on their work. Often some prior training of 

students is required in using the marking criteria for peer assessment to be of max

imum benefit to the students. This is a very useful technique in large classes where 

the teacher cannot mark the work of each student in the class.

6.6 Constructing and marking a test/assessment
The way teachers test affects the way students learn. Tests should be written well in 

advance of an assessment. Also, care should be taken to ensure that the test ade

quately includes the whole area of understanding and abilities in relation to the cur

riculum objectives. A teacher should have a bank of questions previously written or
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write parallel items. A question has to be clearly written so that students know exactly 

what response is required. An examination question clearly worded using the appro

priate command words defines the student's task exactly.

6.6.1 Steps in constructing and marking a test/ assessment
The steps outlined below will help in writing better tests:

• Decide the purpose of the test.

• State the objectives of the test.

• Produce a 'grid' or a table of test specifications clearly identifying what is to be 

tested in relation to the syllabus objectives.

• Decide on type of questions to be used.

• Write the test items making sure that the items test what they are supposed 

to test (Validity).

• Devise a marking scheme which is easy tc understand and use.

• Do an item analysis to find out the validity and reliability of the test.

6.7 Marking various test items

It is important to understand the nature of the various test items and the criteria by 

which they are marked. A marking scheme must be made and consulted while mark

ing the scripts; otherwise, the results will be unreliable.

It has often been noticed that assessors use their own criteria for marking exam 

papers at secondary and higher secondary level. While it is acknowledged that all 

assessors have wide experience of teaching and assessment, training of assessors in 

large-scale testing is recommended to reduce subjectivity and ensure reliability of 

scoring of student scripts.

6.7.1 Marking selected response items (Objective type)
Objective items are either right or wrong, so there is no difficulty in marking them. 

Spelling, knowledge of grammar and sentence construction can all be tested using 

objective type items.

6.7.2 Marking constructed response items (Semi-objective, Subjective type 

items)
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a) Marking brief constructed response items (semi-objective 

items)

Semi-objective items are easier to mark than the essay type as we can break the 

task up into two or three smaller portions and allocate marks for each section; thus, 

marks are distributed according to the importance of a particular step.

b) Marking constructed response items (essay type items)

The most difficult items to mark are essay type items as markers vary in their opinion 

over the marks a particular student deserves for his/her type answer. Essay 

type items may be used to test creMIvlty, opinion or interest etc . addition to other 

writing skills. These item types should not be used to test those objectives which can 

be tested more reliably by o-:her e.g. marking stakes at the cost of

ignoring creative use of language th^i: has a variety of vocabuj-ary.

6.7.3. Scoring Rubrics, Making Scoring Rubrics (a checkisst with criteria 

and points)

Carefully planned marking schemes and focused rubrics guide marking and help in 

reducing subjectivity and ensure accurate professional judgment. The rubric should 

preferably be shared with the students before they begin which is given below: ( Refer 

Punjab Examination Commission' paper pattern)

GRADE - 8

ENGLISH PART A (Objective Type)

PART - B (Subjective Type)

Part-A: 48 Marks, Part-B: 52 Marks,

Total: 100 Marks

Paragraph Writing (Total Marks: 10)

1 .Award of Marks: Irrelevant content will not be marked.

a. 10 Relevant Sentences .............. .............................. ........

Q 1: Conventions of paragraph writing

b. Main Idea .............. ...............................

c. Formal Language and Word Choice ---------------------

d. Compound Sentence Structure........——.................. .....

Marks (5)

Mark (1) 

-Marks (2) 

-Marks (2)
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Scoring Rubrics:
a. 10 Relevant Sentences

• Any ten (10) relevant sentences to the topic will be awarded and assigned 0.5
Total Marks= (5)mark for each sentence.

b. Main Idea
• Clearly stated main idea. Presents one main idea. For example, "My favourite

1 Marksport is football." or "Football is one of my favourite sports." etc.

• Missing, invalid, or inappropriate topic sentence; main idea is missing. For

Example, "My favourite sport is..." or "I 丨ove to go to Murree in summer va-
0 Markcation."

c. Formal Language and Word Choice

• Uses formal language and 2 or more adjectives.

• Uses either forma? language or 1 adjective.

=Marks (2) 

=Marks (1)

• Inconsistent or Inappropriate language; No adjectives or adverbs or noun
Mark (0)phrases.

d. Compound Sentence Structure

• Uses compound sentence structure. For example, "Football is my favourite
Marks (2)

• Uses simple sentence structure. For example, "Football is my favourite sport.
Mark (1)

• Uses sentence fragments for example, Football favourite sport = Mark (0)
1. Deduction of Marks:

Mechanics
• No mark will be deducted up to 3 mistakes of punctuation, grammar and 

spelling.
• Every four mistakes of punctuation, grammar and spelling will lead to deduc

tion of one mark from gained marks.

sport and I like to play it with my friends."

I like to play it with my friends."

• Capitalization errors will be included in the punctuation errors.

• Maximum deduction of marks of punctuation, grammar and spelling will not 

exceed from 2 marks.

Q 2: Letter Writing (Total Marks: 6)
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Scoring Rubrics:

1. Award of Marks:

a. Address -----------------------

b. Date-------------------------------

c. Salutation ................. ...........

d. Body ------ -----------------

e. Closing .......................... ....

a. Sample Address Format.

Examination Hail City ABC/ a be. (Ada'ress msy be written on either comer of the 

page)

b. Sample Date Formats: February 24, 201 o 24th February,2018

c. Salutateon: My Dear Friend; De^r / A-Ja, etc.

d. Body of the Letter'

® 2 or more sentences showing an attempt to Inform about starting date of the

2 Marks

• 1 sentence showing an attempt to inform about starting date of the examina-

1 Mark

• 2 or more sentences showing an attempt to inform about progress in studies

= 2 Marks

• 1 sentence showing an attempt to inform about progress in studies

= 1 Mark

e. Closing: It should be informal and friendly e.g. "Yours"; "See you”； "Take care" 

etc. (May be written on either corner of the page)

Deduction of Marks:

• More than 3 sentence fragments (-2) i.e. my school nice etc.

• 1-2 sentence fragments (-1)

Q 3: Story Writing 

Scoring Rubrics:

Characterization

(a) The main characters are named / clearly described using variety of direct

Mark (0.5) 

Mark (0.5) 

Mark (0.5) 

Marks (4) 

Mark (0.5)

examination

tion

(Total Marks: 10)
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and indirect techniques. The marker could explicitly understand the char

acters accurately.
It is hard to tell who the main characters are and there is little or no use of

Mark = 0

Marks = 2

(b)
direct or indirect characterization techniques.

Setting
Same vivid, descriptive words are used to tell when and where the story 

took place.
The marker has trouble figuring out when and where the story took place.

Mark = 0

⑻
Marks = 2

(b)

Plot
The story is very well organized. One idea or scene follows another in a 

logical sequence with clear transitions and twist.

Ideas and scenes seem to be randomly arranged

⑻
Marks = 2

Mark - 0(b)
Title of the Story 

Relevant
Partial Irrelevancy 

Completely Irrelevant 

Completely relevant to the story and self-explicit in serving a context of the story.
Marks= 2

Partially relevant to the story and partially self-explicit in context of the story.
Mark = 1 

Mark = 0

2 Marks

1 Mark

0 Mark

Completely irrelevant to the story.
Originality: The story contains many creative details and/or descriptions that con

tribute to develop interest in the story. The student has really used his/her imagina-
Marks= 2tion.

There is little evidence of creativity in the story.
The student does not seem to have used much imagination.

Deduction of Marks:
Mechanics:

• Three mistakes of punctuation, grammar and spelling will lead to deduction of 

one mark from gained marks.

Mark = 1
Mark = 0
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• Capitalization errors will be included in the punctuation errors.

Q 4: Comprehension passage 

Scoring Rubrics:

Award of Marks:

• Responses which are delivering the adequate answers of the questions will be 

awarded marks.

• The supplied answer with relevant, detail: either composed in following the 

SVO pattern of the sentence, phrased or rephrased, will be awarded full 

marks.

(Total Marks: 10)

o No maru；> vV说 bs deducted of pur'ctu❾on, grammar and spelling mistakes. 

Sample Answers;

> Ans. No.^. Ha wasted the precious ciirne ;c'y jumping here and there.

Marks (2)

> Ans. No.2. The ant had reserves of food, therefore she was satisfied to live

Marks (2)comfortably in the rainy season.

> Ans. No.3. If the grasshopper would have paid attention to ant's warning and 

saved some food, he would not suffer from hunger in the rainy reason.

Marks (3)

Marks (3)> Ans. No.4. A Grasshopper and an Ant.

Q 5: Part: (a). Dialogue Writing (Total Marks: 10) 

Scoring Rubrics:

Introduction-------

Establishes the relationship between the speakers.

No introduction

1 Mark

0 Mark

Dialogue Tags/ Heads

Clear indicator of speakers, who is speaking (with names) and when. 2 Mark
1 Mark 

1 Mark
The conversation in which speakers are not introduced.

Devoid of characters' indicators.

Sentence Structure 

Complete sentences that follow one another delivering complete information.

2 Marks
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1 MarkCharacter speech resembles written text.
Sentences not delivering any kind of meaningful information. 0 Mark

Analyses
The dialogue includes some problem analysis. Presents a clear, at least one speaker 

has a logical point of view and develops the central idea.
The central idea is proposed but not supported by examples or details. 1 Mark

0 Mark

2 Marks

No point of view is developed by either speaker.

Character contrast------
The personalities contrast, e.g one is analytical and other is emotional. 1 Mark

0 MarkThere is no sense of identity.

Explicit conclusion
A conclusion is reached, or one speaker leaves the field.

Conversation lacks specificity and support is loosely developed.

The conclusion is missing.

Deduction of Marks 

Mechanics: Three mistakes of punctuation, grammar and spelling will lead to de

duction of one mark from gained marks.
• Capitalization errors will be included in the punctuation errors.

Q 5: Part: (b)_ Application Writing 

Scoring Rubrics:
1. Award of Marks:

2 Marks
1 Mark
0 Mark

(Total Marks: 06)

-Mark (0.5)

Mark (0.5)

•- Marks (4)

Mark (0.5)

-Mark (0.5)

a. Sample Address Format: The Principal, School ABC/ abc. (Address may 

be written on either corner of the page)

b. Salutation: Respected Sir/Madam etc.

c. Body:

a. Address

b. Salutation

c. Body

d. Closing

e. Date
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2 or more sentences describing the details to inform about the purpose of

Mark (1) 

Mark (0.5)

2 or more sentences to convince with reasoning to achieve the certain purpose

=Marks (2)

writing the application

1 sentence about the purpose of writing the application

1 sentence to convince with reasoning to achieve the certain purpose

=Mark (1)

Use of appropriate (formal) language i.e. With due respect, It is stated, I want

Mark (1) 

Mark (0.5)

dc be forma; e.g c"V：'：urs obediently," etc. (May be written

on either corr^er of the page)

Sc^Tspie Date Formats: February "io, 2018 and 15th February 2018

to bring in your knowledge etc.

Use of inforrnai language

Deduction of Marks:

o Three mistakes of punctuation, grammar and spelling will lead to deduction of 

one mark from

C) Marking Performance tasks

Observation, peer and self-assessment are particularly useful in assessing perfor

mance tasks. Rubrics such as the following can be worked out for various perfor

mance tasks.

Table 6.7.4: Sample rubric for assessment of students' oral presentations

Performance Criteria

StudentStudentPut a (V) in the column when students demon

strate the skills

Student,

name/roll name/rollname/roll

no nono.

1. Introduction was short, clear and interesting

2. Topic was clearly explained

3. Used relevant information

4. Used facts and examples to support claims
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5. Spoke clearly and distinctly

6. Was confident throughout the presentation

7. Maintained eye contact with the audience

8. Used visual aids (charts.OHP, slides) effectively

9. Handled questions and comments properly

Note: this can be adapted as
• MAgree/Disagree/Don't Know" for peer evaluation.

• Description and marks for criteria 1-9 for analytic marking

By using a set of clearly defined criteria and the standards for rating performance on 

them, the outcome of an assessment may be a list of marks. However., using the 

performance criteria, it would be easy to explain the ability of each candidate being 

examined in relation tc- the benchmarks and SLOs In the curriculum document.

6.6.5 Assessing language skdis
Competencies, Standards and Benchmarks in the curriculum document should serve 

as the basis for teaching and assessment. The aim of assessment, as stated earlier, 

is to find out students' progress through ongoing formative assessment in class, using 

teacher-made tests, and their overall achievements of the benchmarks for each de

velopmental level through end-of-year final examinations or summative assessment.

6.7.6 Assessing affective traits, ethical and social values
These include attitudes, values, motivation, social relationships, classroom environ

ment, and concept of one's own academic ability. Positive, well-developed affective 

traits motivate students to learn effectively now and in the long-term. Students have 

a better self-concept, higher productivity and become more involved citizens of their 

society. In addition, they learn to analyze themselves and refine behaviors and dis

position.

6.7 Recommendations
English language will be examined through a board examination, at the end of grades 

VIII.
• There will be one paper
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• It is recommended that 48 marks should be allocated to knowledge and under
standing: 52 marks should be allocated to application.
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Chapter 7: Guidelines for Development of 

Textbook and Teacher Support Material

7.1 Purpose of the guidelines
A textbook remains one of the most extensively used resources in Pakistani class- 

as learning materials are not easily available in some teaching-learning con

texts. It is, therefore, important to improve both the quality of content and presen

tation to support the successful implementation of the present curriculum.

rooms

The main purpose of these guidelines is:
a) To provide sufficient knowledge of the basic steps involved in designing inno

vative learning materials.
b) To help develop an insight Into writing relevant and contextually appropriate 

textbooks and developing teachers' guides, keeping ;n mind the learning objectives, 

the assessment procedures specified the present curriculum document.

These guidelines wi" also be helpful to teachers and reviewers in assessing the edu

cational value of different teaching materials.

7.2 Process of textbook development

Writing a good textbook requires an insight into the teaching / learning situation, the 

specific learning objectives at a developmental level, and the tools for formative and 

summative evaluation. Moreover, sustained practice is required to plan and develop 

textbooks that provide sufficient and appropriate input to students.

Criteria, therefore, needs to be set not only to produce quality material design and 

development, but also for the textbook writers. The textbook writers must:

a) Be able to develop a variety of well-structured, skills-balanced material that 

caters for a complete developmental level and not for a single grade;

b) Have the requisite background, experience and expertise in English language 

teaching and materials writing; a biodata of the authors' background, experience, 

and expertise should be provided at the end of the textbook.
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It is to be noted that textbook will not be the only resource used for assessment. In 

fact, a textbook will be a contributing resource for acquisition of the SLOs given in 

this document. For a language curriculum, most of the material chosen should be 

contemporary and reflect the specified themes. The reading texts as specified earlier, 

will comprise a variety of text types interpersonal and transactional, expository, de

scriptive and narrative with literary texts comprising 25%of the reading material.

Although it is not ^eslrabie ro have rigid rules U：r text-nek development, it is neces

sary that textbook writers develop a conr>n r:?mevvork to serve as a reference 

point. This can be the stages ae：K.n\：^d below:

7.2.1 Stages of development

Textbook developrrient ir；v:：]ves at least five stages: 

Planning 

Materials writing 

Editing 

Review

Pilot testing and Revision

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

Planning

Planning is necessary for writing quality materials. Therefore, maximum time should 

be spent on the planning stage.

In the planning stage

• Consider the number of class hours in an academic year allocated to the teach
ing of English Language.

• Read carefully the curriculum document to familiarize yourself with the compe

tencies and standards for development of English language skills.

• Review the benchmarks for the specific developmental stage for which the 

textbooks are to be written.

• Review SLOs and learning outcomes for each grade level within the given de

velopmental stage.

• Identify learning outcomes for each unit of the textbook.

• Select topics from the given themes / sub-themes in relation to the age level 

and interests of the students.
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• Avoid an overload of topics; instead add more activities as these are a better 

way of realizing the targets of the SLOs.

• Decide on the key ideas, skills, sub-skills, grammar points, etc. to be included 

in each unit.
• Decide the weightage to be given to different skills within each unit.

• Organize the key ideas, skills, sub-skills, grammar points, vocabulary items 

etc.
• Decide kind of activities appropriate for text type, age level and SLOs.

• Plan on a detailed page of contents.

Materials writing

In the material writing stage
• Select a range of authentic/ preferably content-based reading texts in a 

variety of styles. If required, adapt these texts to match the age and grade 

level of the students. Give complete reference dsta-ils for the selected texts.

• Write the texts to match the age and grade level of the students.

• Develop activities on selected skills, sub-skiSis, vocabulary, grammar, etc. 

Make sure the activities (a) are In line with the SLOs for a grade; (b) provide 

sufficient independent and integrated language practices of listening, speak

ing, reading and writing.

• Include sufficient review exercises.
• Write a summary of the knowledge and skills focused on in the unit, and gram

mar and spelling rules (if any) at end of each unit.
• Provide a progress test after two or three units to assess the SLOs focused 

upon in these units.
• Decide which illustrations are to be used and prepare an art brief with instruc

tions for the illustrator and designer.

Editing
In the Editing stage, ensure:

• Clarity of instructions, illustrations, captions etc.

• Unified format of each unit (level headings).

• Convert use of grammar and spelling.
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Peer Review: Self Review and Peer Review, fhis stage is necessary to en

sure:

• Accuracy and authenticity of facts.

• Relevance of the material to SLOs.

• Appropriateness to Pakistani teaching / learning environment.

• Variety and appropriateness of activities.

• Sufficient review activities / exercises.

• The cultural sensitivity of the illustrations ensures to ieve!/ appropriate of the text

book.

Pilot tesiimg 

In this stag):

• Give the materbk to selected teachers •:'：:v ttlaiing in their classrooms.

• Revise the materials according to feedback received from the teachers.

7.3 Process of teachers1 guide development

Teachers’ guide helps to teachers develop professionally. Therefore, all textbooks 

should be accompanied by a teachers' guide aimed at informing teachers as to best 

use it to facilitate student learning. For example, the teachers' guide should provide 

detailed explanation of key concepts, ways to teach a particular topic and further 

examples that could be given to facilitate learning.

7.3.1 Basic functions of teachers' guide
Teachers' guide should be easy to understand and use. It must be based on accom

panying textbook skills, knowledge, and strategies for teacher, grouped according 

to unit, and sequenced to correspond with the text. Teachers' guide should:

• Expand and develop teacher's knowledge and skills.

• Help a teacher teach text and extend activities by keeping contextual reali
ties in view.

• Provide various teaching strategies and rationale for suggested teaching.

• Familiarize teachers with various assessment strategies.

• Provide additional teaching-learning resources e.g. photocopiable material 

that teachers can use in their classrooms.

• Contain information sources for teachers' ongoing professional development.
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• Provide extended activities and show how to conduct them.

7.3.2 Components of a teacher’s guidebook
A teachers' guide should have the following components:

• Title
• Introduction

• Overview of SLOs
Detailed instructions regarding methodology, learning activities, and assess

ment procedures 

Further reading material.

7.3.3 Stages of teachers* guide development

Planning
• Identify teaching strategies appropriate to context of teaching and learning, 

according to textbook.
• Identify which teaching strategies are suitable for teaching knowledge, skills, 

and dispositions in each unit.
• Identify what extended activities students could do with teacher's help to de

velop target knowledge, skills and dispositions.

• Identify resources needed for teaching strategies and extension activities.

• Identify resources of information that teachers can use to develop their con

tent and pedagogical knowledge and skills.

• Identify gaps in resources or strategies that will need to be developed or ex

plained.
• Identify assessment strategies that require further explanation for effective 

use by the teachers.
• A page may be added at the beginning of a teacher's guide titled "How to use 

this book", there should be a brief explanation of different activities that the 

textbook writer expects the teacher to conduct in the classroom.

• Each chapter may include the teaching time required to deliver that particu

lar activities.
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• The newly added themes may be incorporated in an interesting way without 

adding more content to an already heavy syllabus.

• Textbook writers in collaboration with Punjab Curriculum & Textbook Board, 

Lahore should work with the teachers to give them an orientation on using 

textbooks and teachers1 guide effectively.

• Provide general notebook checking guidelines.

Writing

• Address the teacher(s).

• In introduction, g)ve genera! philosophy of the curriculum.

• Give brief overview of structure of the textbook and various units; also in

clude s刚 focus main teaching points for each unit.

• State SLOs for eacn

• Write each anil sequence corresponding to textbook for ease of cross-refer

encing.

• Explain how to implement each instructional strategy, adding resources or 

sources of information, as needed.

• Explain each assessment strategy (strengths, weaknesses, procedures 

for implementation) and give examples of questions and tests.
• Explain how and where teachers can develop low-cost or no-cost resources.

• Decide where illustrations are needed and prepare brief for illustrator.

• Recommend additional reading material for teachers.

Editing
• Ensure that the teacher's guide is error-free, clear and specific.

• Check that steps for each strategy / activity are easily understood.

Piloting and revision
• Ask teachers to use the guide for teaching the textbook.

• Revise according to feedback from teachers.

7.4 Checklist for textbook writers, teachers and reviewers
The following questions can help in reviewing the quality of textbooks:

1. Is the textbook material related to the objectives of the curriculum?
2. Is teachers' guide included?
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3. Layout:

a) Is it attractive, appealing and user friendly?

b) Is it colorful and affordable?
c) Does it have had adequate page size, line spacing, font, size, title and sub

titles?
d) Does it use consistent format throughout in language, content and activities?

4. Does it have:
a) an introduction explaining how to use the textbook.

b) detailed content page?

c) glossary / vocabulary index / appendices?

5. Do the illustrations (maps, pictures, drawings, graphs) help us to understand 

the content better?

6. Are there suggestions for:

a) further reading in the &rea

b) websites for further* Information?

7. Content:
a) Is the content aligned with the curriculum (SLOs)?

b) Is the content accurate, authentic and up to date?

c) Is the content culturally and contextually relevant?

d) Is the content relevant to the needs, age and level of understanding of the 

students?
e) Is the content suitable for the skills, it is supposed to develop?

f) Is the language readable, understandable, and easy to follow? Is it 

appropriate for the students who will use it?

g) Does the content provide sufficient English language exposure 

and practice through?

• variety of text types / genres?

• variety of spoken and written language forms (both formal and infor

mal)?
h) Does it include current issues, problems, and happenings?

i) Does the textbook present issues from different perspectives?
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」）Does it avoid biases? i) religion ii) national origin iii) gender iv) occupation 

v) class vi) any other.

8. Methodology:

a) Do the activities / exercises encourage students to

• Think

• Develop their skills

• Be creative?

b) Are activities

• Suitable for the needs of the learner?

• Such that they e!：V'Ure student participation In real life issues.

Is a variety or 々 '...:r‘l stracegles sl:: - :^ e.g. fill-in-the-blaik, binary 

choice, muftlple-chok^e, short answers (al: levels), essay type answers, mem

orized answers, project work, exhibitions* open-ended and divergent 

sponses. etc.?

9.

re-

10. Do the text, questions and suggested activities stimulate interest that would 

lead to further study?

11. Review and revision:

1) Is there a built-in review system?

2) Is the review system sufficient to develop an awareness of what is learnt?

3) Are the review activities effective to recall and check previous learning?

4) Do the review exercises engage students to develop their creativity and en
gage them in higher order thinking?

5) Is the review system adequate to prepare for terminal tests?

6) Are there samples for tests and exams after a few units?
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Chapter 8: Teacher Training
For the present curriculum to be implemented successfully, it is important that both 

pre-service and in-service teacher training programs, should aim at familiarizing the 

teachers with the new curriculum, and training them for its implementation at class

room level in varied teaching and learning contexts.

• The overall objective of teacher training programs should be to develop criti

cally aware "self-directed", reflective and analytical teachers who do not 

merely passively teach a textbook but are willing to adapt and supplement the 

existing material with their own teaching materials and classroom activities.

• However, short in-service teacher training programs need to be conducted with 

the aim of enabling teachers to understand and teach the new curriculum using 

prescribed textbooks and handling supplementary materials.

• Similarly, longer teacher education programs at the diploma and bachelor's 

level should also focus on introducing the teachers to the new curriculum and 

its underlying philosophy, principles, related methodology and assessment 

procedures. Teachers, on their part shouid also be willing to improve and go 

through an attitudinaS change, if required.

• Majority of English language teachers in Pakistan have limited proficiency in 

English in general, and low proficiency in oral skills or in speaking English. It 

is a well-known fact that students learn from listening to the teacher and in

teracting with him/her both inside and outside the classroom. Hence, teacher 

training programs, wherever possible, should also aim at providing training in 

English language skills to improve the English language proficiency of the 

teachers.

• Moreover, teachers need to know that errors are likely to occur in foreign/sec

ond language learning; they can make use of this valuable information and 

can improve the general linguistic environment in their schools and class

rooms.

• Teachers should be given basic IT training to keep pace with the changing 

trends in language teaching.
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• The teacher training programs should need-based and focused on the National 

Curriculum. The workshops/ training material should be tailored to facilitate 

teachers to teach the textbooks keeping in view the strategies mentioned in 

the curriculum.

• Teachers should be given textbook orientation sessions so that they can effec

tively teach these in the classrooms.
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GLOSSARY

Adjective that do not have degrees e.g. alive, honestAbsolute Adjective

The repetition of consonant sounds 一 usually at the 

beginning of words to create poetic effect e.g. "the sun set 

slowly" has the alliteration of /s/

Alliteration

The person or persons receiving a speech or a piece of 

writing.

Audience

Stimulation of hearingAural

An indication of what the students will be able to accomplish 

at the end of each developmental level in order to meet

the standard.

Benchmark

A brief description on t’nejacket of a bookBlurb

A creativity technique of generating ideas to solve a 

problem. A pre-writing technique in which students, either 

alone or in groups, think of, or write down all words or 

phrases that come to mind, than chose to expand the range 

of available ideas, for a give topic.

Brainstorming
(brainstorm)

Cartoon strip A sequence of drawings telling a story in newspaper or comic 

book.

Cataphoric and An expression that co-refers with a letter expression in the

anaphoric references discourse is said to have a cataphoric reference e.g. a little

(see also pronoun 

antecedent 

relationship)

girl. Slama, was playing on the swings, (the description, a 

little girl, is provided in advance of the name).

An expression that co-refers with an earlier expression in the 

discourse is said to have anaphoric reference e.g. the
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monkey took the banana and ate it. (it refers to the banana, 
mentioned earlier)

Clause A collection of words containing a subject and verb which 

forms part of sentence. A clause may be independent/main 

or dependent/subordinate. An independent/main clause is a 

complete statement and can stand by itself e.g. I plan to 

^nroli for summer school. A dependent/subordinate clause 

^3 rx.;t s complete statement and cannot stand by itself e.g. 
since j want to enroll for summer school.

Ck>'j：e A;, assessment or activity listening

corrsprehansion that involves having he student supply 

words which have systematically deleted from the text e.g.

readingor or

"This is an —of cloze text. Fourth word in is deleted
for to fill in —missing words.

Competency A key learning area.

Consonant cluster A series of consonants pronounced together e.g. the sound 

/ spl/in splash, /st/in stamp.

Cognate Words that are the same or nearly the same in spelling, 

pronunciation, and meaning two different languages e.g. 

English and Urdu words telephone, pen, bus, cricket are 

cognates.

Coherence/ cohesion Coherence refers to the unity of meaning(s) within and

between sentences; while cohesion refers to unity of 

grammatical and lexical relationships among the elements 

of a sentence or between sentences.

Cohesive devices Various devices used to make clear the relationship between 

the parts of a sentence, between sentences, or between
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paragraphs e.g. repetition of key words, use of reference 

words, sequence markers, and transitional devices.

Two or more words working together as a one-work 

preposition e.g. in front of, Out of.
Compound
preposition

A sentence made up of two or more independent clauses but 

no subordinate clauses e.g. My friend incited me to a party, 

but I do not want to go.

Compound sentence 

(see also Complex 

sentence)

A combination of two or more words (nouns) that function 

as a single unit of meaning e.g. bookshop, timetable.
Compound word/
noun

The attitudes and feelings associated with a word as opposed 

to its literal meaning e.g. chair has connotation of power.
Connotation (see also 

Denotation)

The setting in which speech or writing takes place.Context

Sources of information outside of words that readers may 

to predict the identities and meanings of unknown 

words. Context clues may be drawn from the immediate 

sentence containing the word，from text already read, from 

pictures accompanying the text, or from definitions, 

restatement, examples, or description in the text.

Contextual clues

use

Critical thinking is the practice of thinking things through, in 

which one carefully describes something (an event, a book, 

a person, etc.) and evaluates it according to some relevant 

criterion, considering significant alternatives.

Critical thinking

Connected speech or writing which is longer than 

conventional sentence.
Discourse
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Ellipses There dots in a row signify that words or figures are missing. 

If there are four dots in a row, the fourth dot signifies a full- 

stop.

Entry word A head word. One of the thousands of words that are 

arranged in alphabetical order in a dictionary

Expository (Text) Text written to explain and convey information about a

specific :opic.

Figurative language Expressive use：^；：ouage in non-literal form to produce

striking effect e.g, metaphor and imagery.

Fluency To read or speak SiTsOothly without hesitation and with 

comprehension

Format (see also 

layout)

The way a document / piece of writing or presentation is 

arranged.

Free writing Writing quickly, without stopping, without editing, or self- 

correcting to discover what one knows, thinks, or feels. The 

purpose is to develop confidence, creativity and fluency.

Function and Co- A function is the purpose for which language is used e.g. to 

gratitude, to invite, to ask. A co-function responds to these 

functions e.g. to accept gratitude, to accept or decline an 

invitation, to reply.

function

Gapped summary A summary with gapes to be filled in by the learner. It is 

used for structured or guided response form the learner.

Generate questions Generating questions involves teaching students to ask their 

own questions. This strategy improves students* active 

processing of text and comprehension. For example, a
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student might be taught to ask main idea questions that 

relate to important information in a text.

A type of literature, such as a novel, poem, a play or a short 

story.
Genre

A verb ending in-ing and used as a noun or an adjective e.g. 

"swimming is good for health."
Gerund

Pictorial devices (such as diagrams, graphs, maps, etc.) 

used to summarize or illustrate concepts and show 

interrelationships among information and concepts in a text.

Grammatical function

Visua? elements used to aid text e.g. pictures, diagrams, 

tables, etc.

Graphical organizer

Phenomena that occur in groups based upon their 

interactions and interrelations.

Group dynamics

A word printed at the top of the page of a dictionary or other 

reference book to indicate the first or last item on that page.

Guide word

Guided writing Writing in which the teacher provides support to the learner 

wherever required. The purpose is to teach a specific skill or 

strategy.

Figurative language used to produce mental pictures and 

appeal to senses e.g. He could still hear the melody in his 

imagination.

Imagery

A pronoun that does not refer to a specific person/ place/ 

thing e.g. all, anybody, anything, each, and everybody.

Indefinite pronoun

Indirect object An indirect object precedes the direct object and tells whom 

or for whom the action of the verb is done, and who is
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receiving he direct object. There must be a direct object to 

have an indirect object e.g. she gave us the report.

I nference The reasoning involved in drawing a conclusion or making a 

logical judgment on the basis of circumstantial evidence and 

prior conclusions rather than on the basis of direct

observation.

Inferential atie.^.r.ors

(see also questron? 

types)

A question that ask：： ^ to draw a conclusion.

Infinitive •「he basic form cf a verb v^ihout tense e.g. to work or work.

I ntransitive verb An intransitive verb Is an action verb (i.e. it is neither a 

linking verb nor an auxiliary verb) which does not require a 

direct object e.g. the boy laughed.

Key idea The main idea of each paragraph. Key ideas are used to 

develop the main idea of a composition.

Key word Word or words that relate to a particular topic. A key word 

helps find out the required information.

Layout (see also 

format)
Visual presentation of text.

Legend (1) A Traditional story or collection of related stories popu

larly regarded as true but actually containing a mixture 

of fact and fiction.

(2) A key to understand information about the colors and 

symbols used in a map.
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An item of vocabulary which has a single element of 

meaning. It may be compound word, phrase, idioms, 

multiword, prefabricated chunk, etc.

Lexical items

Various language expressions that can be used to perform 

communicative function e.g. in order to "express 

regret", one may say I am sorry, I'm very sorry +that - 

clause. I regret + noun, I regret + verb+ ing, etc.

Linguistic exponent
one

A verb that does not show an action. Rather, it links or 

establishes a relationship between the subject and additional 

information about the subject e.g. be, appear, become, feel, 

seem, srneil, taste, and sound.

Linking verb

(I) Relative duration of s vowe! sound e.g. the /i/ sound in 

ship is short; the /i:/ sound in sheep is long.
Long and short vowel

(ii) A vowel sound associated with the name of the vowel 

letter (example: a in iane. e Sn lean, I in line, o in bone, 

u in lute); note that longu imperfectly expresses the 

letter name of u.

A figure of speech in which one thing is described in terms 

of another e.g. all the world’s a stage.
Metaphor

A diagram used to represent words an d ideas linked to and 

arranged radially around a central key word or idea. It is 

used to generate, visualize, structure and classify ideas, and 

aid in study, organization, problem solving, and 

decision making.

Mind map

as an

An auxiliary verb like can, may, must etc. that modifies the 

main verb and expresses possibility etc.
Modal verb
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An adjective or adverb that describes a word or makes the 

meaning of the word more specific. In English there are two 

parts of speech which are modifier’s: adjectives and 

adverbs. Adjectives modify nouns and pronouns. Adverbs 

modify verbs, adjectives, and other adverbs.

Modifier

Myth An imaginary story that helps explain events in nature.

Narration (Speaker》 Direct c,n6 Indirect speech•

Narrative (text) 卞ich ccrweys & storys or which relates events or

dialogue.

Open ended quesUon 

(see also Question 

types)

/'-• type of question friended to produce a free response 

rather than a structured or one-word response.

Panel discussion A kind of interaction in which a group of people discuss a 

topic the presence of an audience.

Perfect tense A tense of verbs used in describing action that has been 

completed.

Phrasal verb A verb that is made up of a verb together with a preposition 

or an adverb e.g. Get up, finish with somebody, fish for 

something, putt out, put up with somebody/something. 

These present particular problems form learners, as their 

meaning often bears no relation to the usual meaning of the 

verb alone.

Phrase (see also 

clause)
A set or words which is a single indivisible unit and makes 

its sense clear only when used in a sentence e.g. to supply 

goods, into the house.
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Plot The careful sequencing of events in a story generally built 
around a conflict. Stages of plot include exposition, rising 

action, climax, falling action and resolution.

A term from literary studies which describes the perspective 

or source of a piece of writing.
Point of view

A group of reading strategies employed after reading a text 
such as responding to the text, providing a title.

Post-reading

A group of reading strategies employed before drafting, 

which includes considering the topic, audience, and purpose; 

gathering information; choosing a form; determining the 

role of the writer; and planning.

Pre-reading

The thinking and planning the writer does before drafting, 

which includes cons'idenng the topic, audience, and purpose; 

gathering information; choosing a form; determining the 

role of the writer; and planning.

Pre-wnting

The connection between the pronoun and what it refers to 

relationship/agreeme e.g. in the sentence. "This is my book. It is interesting". Book

in antecedent for the pronoun it. A pronoun must agree with 

its antecedent in number and gender.

Pronoun-antecedent

nt

Types of comprehension question including (1) "right there" 

(literal / textual / factual), (2) "bring out meaning" 

(interpretive) "think and search" (inferential).

Question types

"author and me" (personal response), and (4) "on 

my own” (open ended)
(3)

Words (usually pronouns and nouns) that refer to other 

words, phrases or clauses in the same text e.g. Look at the 

following example: “Something’s gone wrong with my

Reference words
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computer. / can’t find a solution. Do you have an idea?” The 

words solution and idea are reference words because they 

refer to the problem identified as something's gone wrong 

with my computer.

Relative pronoun A pronoun that "rel8tesu a subordinate clause to the rest of 

the sentence. A relative pronoun links two simple sentences

(or clauses) Intr ^ single complex clause e.g.

(1)
丁 r house. Ali built this house.

Th^ is the house that Ali built.U；

Role play An instance or sliL5ation in which one deliberately acts out or 

assumes a particular character or role. Role play is used as 

means to teach language for various communicative 

purposes.

a

Root/root word (see The meaningful base form of a complex word as it appears

after all affixes are removed. A root may be independent or 

free, as read in unreadable, or may be dependent or bound, 

as -liter- in illiterate.

also stem)

Salutation Any one of the various conventional forms of address with 

which a letter is begun, such as My Dear Friend, Dear Sir.

Scanning A type of reading used to locate a particular piece of 

information without necessarily attending to the other parts 

of text.

Simile A figure of speech in which one thing directly likened to 

another a group of words/ phrases that forms a brief unit to 

distinguish from other though groups in the passage e.g. as 

hard as nails.
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Getting the main idea of a story by looking quickly for the 

main topics and ideas. One can look at titles, headings, bold 

and italic words, and picture captions.

Skimming

A graphic convention used in comic books, strips, and 

cartoons to allow words to be understand as representing 

the speech or thoughts of a give character.

Speech bubbles

The context and environment in which something is set.Setting

The relative emphasis giver to certain syllable(s) in word. 

Such syllables are uttered with more than usual force e.g. 

apPEAR, acCEPT, TlMber.

Stress

A statement that describes that students will be able to do 

as a result of instruction at particular grade.
Student learning 

outcome

Aspects of writing (or speech) which have an identifiable 

character generally used in positive sense to indicate 

'pleasing effects.1

Style

Lower in rank and importance.Subordinate clause

Sentences that support the topic sentence or provide more 

detail about the topic sentence.
Supporting details 

(see also unified 

paragraph)

SV pattern is Subject + Verb pattern in a sentence e.g. he 

laughs.

SV / SVO pattern

A word or part of a word that can be pronounced with one 

impulse form the voice e.g. beau-ti-ful (these syllables), ap

pear (two syllables,) etc.

Syllable

Clues in the text that aid comprehension.Textual aid
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Thought group A group of content of cognition.

Tone An author's or speaker's attitude, as revealed in ‘quality of 
voice1 or 'selection of language’.

Topic sentence The sentence, usually at the beginning of a paragraph, which 

tells what the n:- idea or the paragraph.

Transitional device Word(s) that show 巧o'jv of Ideas to readers along

through a text e.g. fh s上 /or instance, to conciude. therefore.

Transitive verb (see 

also intransitive 

verb)

An action or verb whose mesn?ng (s :nco"np)ete

without a direct object e.g. The child broke is 

incomplete sentence unless we add a direct object like the 

child broke a plate.

an

Visual cue Information presented in a visual form e.g. pictures, 

photographs, etc.

Visuals / audio-visual Training or educational material directed at both, the sense

of hearing and the sense of sigh. Materials that provide 

picture and/ or sounds to assist learning or teaching e.g. flip 

charts, overhead transparencies, graphical presentations, 

computer-based presentations, chalkboard, slide 

presentations, video, films etc.

aids

Voice Active and passive voice

While-reading Reading strategies to be applied during reading a text e.g.

skimming, scanning.

Word family A group of words sharing the same root or base, as phon-in 

phonemic, phonation, telephone, etc.
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